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Can IRAs Cure the Low National Savings Rate?  5
By C. Alan Garner

Many Americans believe the low national savings rate is a serious economic problem. Because savings, and in turn investment, are key determinants of real income growth and future living standards, economists and fiscal policymakers have proposed various policy changes as possible cures for the low national savings rate. A popular proposal has been to encourage greater participation in Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs). Discussion of IRAs has temporarily waned as the Clinton administration focuses on such issues as long-term deficit reduction, health care costs, and infrastructure investment. Nevertheless, in coming years, proposals for expanding IRA participation are likely to reappear. There is disagreement, however, about whether increased IRA participation would actually raise national savings.

Garner examines whether changing the tax laws to encourage greater IRA participation would be a reliable way to boost the nation's savings. He identifies three basic problems that kept IRAs from being an effective savings incentive in the 1980s and shows why recent reform proposals would not solve these problems.

Asymmetric Effects of Monetary Policy  21
By Donald P. Morgan

Recent U.S. experience suggests that tight monetary policy slows the economy more than easy monetary policy accelerates it. When monetary policy was tight in 1988 and 1989, the economy seemed to slow in response. Yet when monetary policy was eased in 1990, the economy did not respond accordingly. The suggestion that monetary policy has such asymmetric effects is not altogether new or unorthodox. Indeed, mainstream economists adopted this view for several decades after the Great Depression, when easy monetary policy seemed powerless to revive the economy. Recent studies have revived interest in asymmetry. Theoretical research has suggested reasons why tight policy may have more impact than easy policy. And empirical studies have produced evidence of asymmetry using changes in monetary growth to identify the stance of policy.

Morgan finds evidence that monetary policy has asymmetric effects using two alternative measures of the stance of policy: the federal funds rate and a narrative index based on the statements of policymakers.
The Impact of Monetary Policy on Bank Lending: The Role of Securities and Large CDs

By William R. Keeton

The seemingly small impact of easier monetary policy on bank lending during the recent recovery has added to the controversy over the lending view of monetary policy. According to the lending view, easier monetary policy stimulates the economy by increasing bank lending. But critics claim that bank lending may fail to rise because banks may use the deposits generated by the easier policy to buy securities or retire large CDs.

The controversy over the lending view has focused only on the direct effect of monetary policy—both sides have largely ignored the indirect effect. Easier monetary policy not only increases bank lending directly by increasing deposits, but also indirectly by lowering open-market rates.

Keeton analyzes the implications of bank security holdings and large CDs for the direct and indirect effects of monetary policy on bank lending. He argues that when both the direct and indirect effects are taken into account, banks’ ability to fund loans by selling securities and issuing large CDs may strengthen monetary policy rather than weaken it.

The Changing U.S. Pork Industry: A Dilemma for Public Policy

By Alan Barkema and Michael L. Cook

The shape of the U.S. pork industry is changing dramatically, as pork production shifts into the hands of fewer, larger farmers with closer ties to processors and consumers. Such a change points to the loss of thousands of small hog farms, which has triggered a public policy debate in Iowa, Kansas, and other leading hog producing states. Primarily responsible for the changes under way are today’s discriminating consumers, who challenge the industry to pack improved nutrition into more convenient products. The industry is responding with an arsenal of new technologies and is abandoning its traditional way of moving pork to the market.

Barkema and Cook consider the changes under way in the U.S. pork industry today and what the changes suggest in the years ahead. The authors conclude that the wave of structural change in the pork industry will continue, resulting in a more integrated industry of fewer, larger farms with closer market ties to pork processors. The industry’s emerging structure poses a dilemma for public policy, which must balance the loss of traditional small farms against the economic benefits to consumers of higher quality, lower cost products.
Are There Too Many Governments in the Tenth District?

By Glenn H. Miller, Jr.

Many taxpayers in the Tenth District and elsewhere are concerned that excessive spending and taxation by the state and local government sector are due to too many governments. Some urge consolidation, aimed at eliminating duplication of effort, as the best way to increase efficiency. One way consolidation might be achieved is by centralizing the state-local sector, that is, by providing services from the state house rather than from courthouses and city halls. Another way might be to merge units of local government. But making governments bigger through consolidation does not necessarily make government more efficient or the public sector smaller. Indeed, some researchers suggest just the opposite—that a greater number of governments in a certain area will reduce the overall size of the public sector in that area.

Miller reviews the evidence on the consolidation argument, especially on how the number of governments and the structure of the state-local sector affect the efficiency and size of the public sector. He concludes that those interested in controlling tax burdens must look beyond the number of governments and not jump to the conclusion that consolidation inevitably makes government more efficient.
Can IRAs Cure the Low National Savings Rate?

By C. Alan Garner

Many Americans believe the low national savings rate is a serious economic problem. Because savings, and in turn investment, are key determinants of real income growth and future living standards, economists and fiscal policymakers have proposed various policy changes as possible cures for the low national savings rate. A popular proposal has been to encourage greater participation in Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs), which provide a tax-advantaged account for retirement savings. Last year, for example, the Bush administration proposed a new “flexible” IRA, and Senators Bentsen and Roth introduced a bill liberalizing IRA eligibility and creating a new kind of IRA. Legislation based on the Bentsen-Roth plan was passed by Congress late in 1992, but was not signed into law.

Discussion of IRAs has temporarily waned as the Clinton administration focuses on such issues as long-term deficit reduction, health care costs, and infrastructure investment. Nevertheless, in coming years, proposals for expanding IRA participation are likely to reappear. IRA reform remains popular with many fiscal policymakers anxious to raise the national savings rate. And IRAs are politically appealing as a form of middle-class tax relief.

There is disagreement, however, about whether increased IRA participation would actually raise national savings. National savings is the sum of government savings and private savings. Increased IRA participation would reduce government savings by decreasing tax revenues and raising the budget deficit. Nevertheless, higher IRA contributions could increase national savings if private savings were to rise by more than the decline in government savings. However, economic studies reach differing conclusions about whether, and how much, IRAs increase private savings.

This article argues that changing the tax laws to encourage greater IRA participation would not be a reliable way to boost the nation’s savings. The first section explains why the low savings rate is a source of concern and briefly describes how IRAs work. The second section shows that IRAs were not successful in raising the national savings rate in 1982-86, the period of broadest IRA participation. Finally, the third section identifies three basic problems that kept IRAs from being an effective savings incentive in the 1980s and shows why recent reform proposals would not solve these problems.

C. Alan Garner is a senior economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Carrie Ross, an assistant economist at the bank, helped prepare the article.
NATIONAL SAVINGS AND IRAs

Many Americans are concerned about future U.S. living standards because of the sluggish growth of productivity and real output over the last two decades. Workers often feel uneasy about their own living standards in retirement and about the economic prospects for their children and grandchildren. Recent debate about future living standards has centered on the low U.S. savings rate and policy options, such as IRAs, for raising the savings rate.

The low savings rate

The national savings rate has been low in recent years compared with both past U.S. savings rates and savings rates in other industrial countries. For example, the national savings rate averaged 2.4 percent of net national product over the last five years, which was well below the average 8.8 percent rate in the 1960s. International statistics also suggest that the savings rate is far lower in the United States than in other industrial countries, such as Canada, Germany, and Japan.

A low national savings rate may hurt future living standards by reducing domestic investment and productivity growth. If an economy is closed to international capital flows, domestic investment and savings are closely related because capital formation requires that real output be shifted away from consumer goods into new plant and equipment. A low savings rate would thus reduce the quantity of capital available for workers to use in the production process. A lower level of capital per worker would make workers less productive and cause firms to pay lower real wages than if the savings rate were higher.

But a low savings rate may hurt future living standards even if the economy is open to international capital flows. Because companies in an open economy can borrow abroad, they may be able to finance the same capital stock as if the savings rate were higher, and thus worker productivity and real wages may also be the same. Nevertheless, future generations will have to consume a smaller share of the net national product because of higher interest and dividend payments to foreigners. Thus, a low national savings rate may hurt future living standards by increasing U.S. indebtedness to foreigners.

How IRAs work

Because of such concerns about future living standards, expanded IRA programs have been advocated as a possible cure for the low savings rate. An IRA is a tax-advantaged account designed to encourage retirement savings. Many taxpayers can receive tax benefits by deducting part or all of their IRA contribution from their taxable income during the year in which the contribution is made. Under current tax laws, this deduction is gradually eliminated for high-income taxpayers with a pension plan. All IRA contributors can benefit, however, by deferring taxes on their earnings until the funds are withdrawn from the IRA. An IRA may have an additional tax benefit if the household's income tax rate drops in retirement, allowing withdrawals to be taxed at a lower rate than during the household's working years.

Nevertheless, many households do not contribute to an IRA because IRA balances are illiquid, meaning the funds cannot be converted into cash without a large loss in value. A taxpayer who withdraws funds from an IRA before reaching 59-1/2 years of age must, by law, pay a 10 percent withdrawal penalty in addition to the deferred income tax. The withdrawal penalty is designed to encourage taxpayers to use IRAs solely for retirement savings. A taxpayer may therefore be unwilling to put funds into an IRA if those funds might be needed in the near future. However, an IRA may not be illiquid for older households because the law allows a taxpayer over 59-1/2 years of age to withdraw funds from an IRA without penalty.
Table 1  
**Participation in the IRA Program, 1979-89**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of returns claiming IRA deduction (millions)</th>
<th>Amount of IRA deductions claimed (billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>$3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Joint Tax Committee, U.S. Congress; and Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Department of the Treasury.

The amount of IRA contributions rose sharply in the first half of the 1980s in response to changing eligibility requirements. The IRA was originally created in 1974 to encourage retirement savings by workers without a pension plan. The eligibility requirements were liberalized by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, which increased the deduction limit for IRA contributions and opened the program to workers with a pension plan. As Table 1 shows, the number of tax returns claiming IRA deductions grew dramatically from 3.4 million in 1981 to 16.2 million in 1985. The dollar amount of IRA contributions also grew rapidly from $4.8 billion in 1981 to $38.2 billion in 1985. But contributions to IRAs dropped sharply after the passage of the Tax Reform Act in 1986. The requirements for making deductible IRA contributions were tightened as part of a general philosophy of broadening the tax base to permit lower income tax rates. In particular, tax reform reduced the appeal of IRAs by decreasing or eliminating the IRA deduction for higher income workers with a pension plan. The cut in personal income tax rates also lowered the tax benefits from contributing to an IRA. Table 1 shows that the number of tax returns claiming IRA deductions and the dollar amount of IRA contributions dropped sharply in 1987, and both have remained lower in recent years.
DID IRAs RAISE NATIONAL SAVINGS IN THE 1980s?

Two kinds of empirical evidence are available to see whether expanded IRA eligibility in 1982-86 raised the national savings rate. Aggregate evidence shows changes over time in the savings rate for the entire economy. Cross-section evidence looks at the effects of IRA participation on saving by individual households at a given point in time. Neither kind of evidence provides much support for the view that IRAs raised the national savings rate.

Aggregate evidence

Widespread availability of IRAs in 1982-86 did not halt a persistent downward trend in the national savings rate. Chart 1 shows the national savings rate, defined as national savings divided by the net national product. Although national savings fluctuated substantially from year to year, the national savings rate fell from 7.2 percent in 1981 to 2.5 percent in 1986, the final year of broad IRA participation. National savings has remained low since 1986, falling to 0.9 percent of the net national product in 1992.

The decline in the national savings rate in the 1980s partly reflected greater dissaving by the government sector, which includes the federal government and state and local governments. Although increased IRA participation in 1982-86 reduced tax revenues, the large decline of government savings was primarily caused by other factors.
Chart 2

Government Savings Rate

Chart 2 shows the government savings rate, defined as the government sector's budget surplus or deficit divided by the net national product. The government savings rate fell from 0.4 percent in 1979 to -4.6 percent in 1983 as government deficits mounted because of large federal tax cuts and the effects of back-to-back recessions on government revenues. The government savings rate gradually improved to -1.7 percent in 1989, but then dropped sharply to -5.4 percent in 1992, again reflecting the effects of sluggish economic growth on government revenues.

Increased IRA participation in 1982-86, however, might be expected to have more of an effect on private savings, savings by businesses and households. Yet Chart 3 shows the private savings rate declined from 8.3 percent of the net national product in 1981 to 6.4 percent in 1986. After the passage of the Tax Reform Act, the private savings rate continued declining to 5.1 percent in 1990 before recovering slightly in 1991 and 1992. Even with this small recovery, the private savings rate remains low by postwar standards.

Aggregate savings rates, thus, do not provide any evidence that IRAs raised the national savings rate in 1982-86. But proponents of expanded IRA programs still believe that IRAs raised both national and private savings. The downward trend in the national savings rate does not, in their view, settle the issue of whether IRAs were an effective savings incentive because national savings might have been even lower without broad IRA eligibility. Indeed, proponents emphasize that the low point in the private savings rate occurred after IRA eligibility was restricted by tax reform.
Chart 3

Private Savings Rate

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Cross-section evidence

Because of the differing interpretations of aggregate savings trends, recent empirical research on IRAs relies heavily on cross-section evidence showing differences in savings behavior across a large number of households at a given point in time. Information on these households is typically drawn from federal tax returns or surveys of consumer spending and finances from the early to mid-1980s. The empirical results apply most directly to personal savings, a major component of private savings, but such results are then used with other assumptions to estimate the impact of IRAs on the national savings rate.

Cross-section studies by Venti and Wise (1990, 1992) suggest that raising the limit on IRA contributions would substantially increase the national savings rate. Their 1990 study, for example, concludes that about one-third of the increase in IRA contributions would come from personal tax savings, which decrease the government savings rate, but the remaining two-thirds of the contributions would come from higher personal savings. The increase in personal savings would therefore be larger than the decrease in government savings, raising the national savings rate. Venti and Wise also investigate whether IRA contributors switched funds from existing non-IRA financial assets into IRAs to reduce their tax payments. Such asset switching would reduce government tax revenues without raising personal savings. But Venti and Wise find virtually no switching of savings from non-IRA financial assets into IRAs.
Several economists are critical of the empirical studies by Venti and Wise. For example, Deaton argues that the large savings effect of IRAs in the Venti and Wise studies may be due to statistical problems in working with cross-section data. And Gravelle argues that their results depend heavily on an arbitrary theoretical structure that is inconsistent with conventional economic theory.

Other critics argue that the statistical results of Venti and Wise cannot distinguish between their theory and an alternative in which IRAs have no effect on the savings rate (Gale and Scholz; Joines and Manegold). Venti and Wise's major finding is that IRA contributors had higher than average levels of personal savings. This finding is consistent with the view that IRAs stimulate savings, but it is also consistent with an alternative view that people with a strong desire to save are likely to save more in all forms, including IRAs. Critics contend that Venti and Wise do not control adequately for differing desires to save across households. As a result, the positive association between being an IRA contributor and having a high savings rate does not show whether being an IRA contributor causes a high savings rate or being a heavy saver causes IRA contributions.

Gale and Scholz conclude that increasing the IRA contribution limit would have a much less positive effect on the national savings rate. They find that many IRA contributors had reached the stage in life where they needed to save heavily for retirement. For such savers, IRAs were an attractive way to save but largely captured savings that would have occurred anyway. Gale and Scholz estimate that an increase of $100 in the IRA contribution limit would raise national savings by only $2, assuming the tax deduction for the new IRA contribution is entirely saved. But national savings would actually decrease by $14 if half of the tax deduction were consumed. Thus, Gale and Scholz cannot rule out the possibility that expanded IRA contributions would lower the national savings rate by increasing private savings less than the decrease in government savings.

Joines and Manegold also find that expanding IRA eligibility in 1982-86 did not produce a large increase in the national savings rate. An important feature of this study is that Joines and Manegold follow the behavior of a group of households over time. Because IRA eligibility requirements for many households varied in response to the 1981 change in federal tax law, Joines and Manegold can infer the effect of IRAs on personal savings from actual behavior rather than relying on theoretical assumptions. This study provides evidence of substantial shifting by IRA contributors from their existing financial assets into IRAs. Joines and Manegold conclude that any increase in national savings is likely to be much smaller than estimated by Venti and Wise. Moreover, like Gale and Scholz, they cannot rule out the possibility that increased IRA contributions might lower the national savings rate.

Summary of 1980s evidence

The empirical evidence from the 1980s gives little reason to believe that expanding IRA programs would raise the national savings rate. Increased IRA participation in 1982-86 did not halt the downward trend in the aggregate savings rate. Moreover, although cross-section studies reach differing conclusions, the studies with the best research methods conclude that IRAs provided a weak incentive for higher savings in the 1980s, and may have even reduced national savings.

WOULD IRAs RAISE NATIONAL SAVINGS IN THE 1990s?

Recent proposals to expand IRA participation are somewhat different from the IRA programs of the 1980s. Thus, the past failure of IRAs to raise the national savings rate does not automatically imply that current proposals would be unsuccessful.
ful in the 1990s. To assess recent IRA reform proposals, this section begins by diagnosing why IRAs failed to raise the national savings rate in the past. Then, it argues that the proposed changes in the IRA program would not correct past problems that made IRAs an ineffective savings incentive.

Why were IRAs unsuccessful in the 1980s?

Economic theory suggests three major reasons why the IRA program did not increase the national savings rate in the 1980s.

Insensitivity to the rate of return. The first reason IRAs were unsuccessful in the 1980s is that private savings may be relatively insensitive to changes in the expected rate of return on the taxpayer's investments. Economic theory does not clearly predict whether the higher after-tax return on an IRA would raise or lower the private savings rate. A theoretical argument, called the substitution effect, implies the savings rate would increase because households would save more now to attain a higher future level of consumption. But another theoretical argument, the income effect, may work in the opposite direction. According to this effect, the tax savings from an IRA would increase the household's lifetime spendable income, allowing it to save less both now and in the future. The change in the private savings rate would therefore depend on which theoretical effect predominated.

Target saving provides the clearest case where an increase in the after-tax return on savings could actually reduce the savings rate. A target-saving household wishes to accumulate a specific dollar amount by some future date. For example, suppose a household wishes to save a lump sum now that will grow to $1,000 in ten years. If the after-tax rate of return were 3 percent, the household would have to save $744 now to have $1,000 in ten years. But if an IRA raised the after-tax rate of return to 5 percent, the household would only need to save about $614. A target-saving house-

hold might therefore reduce its current savings rate if opening an IRA raised the after-tax rate of return.

Some empirical studies also find that the private savings rate is relatively insensitive to changes in the after-tax rate of return. A prominent study by Boskin suggests that an increase in the rate of return causes a large improvement in the savings rate. But a reexamination of the issue by Friend and Hasbrouck finds little support for the belief that higher after-tax rates of return stimulate savings. A recent study by Hall also detects little or no relationship for the U.S. economy between the expected return on savings and the total amount saved.

Weak marginal incentives. The second reason IRAs were unsuccessful in the 1980s is that IRAs may not have increased the after-tax rate of return that many taxpayers earned on an additional dollar of savings. Economic theory applies to marginal spending and saving decisions—decisions to spend or save an additional dollar of income. But some households may have contributed as much as possible to an IRA and then saved even more in non-IRA financial assets. For such contributors, the tax benefits from the IRA were exhausted, and the decision to spend or save an additional dollar of income depended on the lower after-tax rate of return earned at the household's regular tax rate.

Many IRA contributors in 1982-86 probably experienced weak marginal savings incentives because of their favorable financial situations. Table 2 shows that many IRA contributors were higher income households who had reached the stage in life where they needed to save for retirement. These households also had larger net worths and greater holdings of non-IRA financial assets than households without IRAs, suggesting that many IRA contributors were already saving heavily. Moreover, a large proportion of IRA participants exhausted the tax savings available from an IRA because they contributed up to the $2,000 limit. Thus, participation in the IRA program did
Table 2

Characteristics of Households With and Without IRAs, 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Households Without IRAs</th>
<th>Households With IRAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age (years)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median three-year income</td>
<td>$47,000</td>
<td>$105,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median non-IRA financial assets</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>$21,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median net worth</td>
<td>$25,470</td>
<td>$107,946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


not increase the amount saved by many households because the IRA did not boost the expected return on an additional dollar of savings.

Asset switching. The third reason that IRAs were unsuccessful in the 1980s is that the IRA program reduced government savings by causing many households to switch some of their existing funds out of taxable non-IRA financial assets into IRAs to reduce their tax bills. But how much of their savings were households willing to switch into tax-advantaged IRAs?

From a theoretical standpoint, the amount of asset switching depended on whether contributors viewed IRAs and non-IRA financial assets as close substitutes. Proponents of IRAs often assume that such assets are not close substitutes because of the early withdrawal penalty on IRAs. In this view, households must keep some of their savings in non-IRA financial assets for short-term needs or to be prepared for emergencies. Households would not put such short-term savings into an IRA because of the withdrawal penalty. By this reasoning, the large IRA contributions in 1982-86 must have been new retirement savings rather than assets switched from existing non-IRA balances.

Critics of IRAs respond that a large amount of asset switching probably occurred in 1982-86 because IRAs and non-IRA financial assets were good substitutes for many contributors. The withdrawal penalty was irrelevant for IRA contributors over 59-1/2 years of age. The penalty would also not have been very important for contributors nearing 59-1/2 years of age because such contributors could get their funds back without penalty after a short wait. Moreover, Table 2 showed that many contributors had substantial non-IRA financial assets, some of which were probably being held for retirement. Regardless of age, many taxpayers were probably willing to substitute retirement savings in IRAs for retirement savings in non-IRA financial assets as long as they continued to hold enough non-IRA assets to meet unexpected needs. Such theoretical arguments are consistent with the findings of Joines and Manegold that a large amount of asset switching occurred in the 1980s.
Reform options

Various fiscal policymakers have recently proposed reforms to expand IRA participation and raise the national savings rate. The Bush administration, for example, proposed a new kind of IRA—the Flexible Individual Retirement Account (FIRA)—that would be less of a retirement savings program than the current IRA. In this proposal, taxpayers would receive no initial deduction for their FIRA contributions of up to $2,500 per year. But regardless of the taxpayer's age, there would also be no tax or penalty on withdrawals after seven years.11 As a result, FIRAs might be useful in saving for intermediate-term financial goals, such as a child's college education or the downpayment on a house.

In the other leading IRA proposal of recent years, Senators Bentsen and Roth advocated restoring the 1982-86 eligibility requirements for IRAs as well as creating a new kind of IRA. The Bentsen-Roth proposal would allow all taxpayers, regardless of income or pension coverage, to contribute up to $2,000 to a conventional IRA. This proposal would also create a new kind of IRA, similar to the Bush administration's FIRA, with no initial tax deduction for contributions but also no tax on the investment earnings when the funds are withdrawn. Under either option, funds could be withdrawn without penalty for such specific purposes as buying a first home or paying college expenses.

Although efforts to broaden IRA participation have subsided recently, IRAs remain popular with many fiscal policymakers as well as many taxpayers. The chances are good therefore that bills seeking to reform the IRA program will be debated again in the future. But because future reform proposals may differ from the Bush administration and Bentsen-Roth proposals, this section identifies five options that could be combined in various ways in future reform proposals.

Option 1: Raise the income ceiling. A possible IRA reform option is to allow higher income taxpayers with pension plans to make deductible IRA contributions, while keeping current dollar limits on the amount of the contribution. Such a reform would simply move the IRA program back to the eligibility requirements that existed before 1987. Raising the income ceiling for deductible contributions might be expected to increase the amount of IRA contributions because many contributors in 1982-86 were higher income taxpayers.

But even if the amount of IRA contributions were to increase sharply, this reform option would not necessarily raise the national savings rate. As the previous section showed, IRAs were apparently unsuccessful in raising the national savings rate in the 1980s despite a large increase in the number of contributors. And the problems of weak marginal savings incentives and asset switching are likely to be more severe for higher income contributors than for the average household. Thus, an increase in the income ceiling might cause additional asset switching and channel savings that would have occurred anyway into tax-advantaged IRAs, both of which would reduce government savings.

Raising the income ceiling for deductible IRAs also might not stimulate as large an increase in IRA contributions as occurred in 1982-86. The tax advantages from an IRA are now less than in 1982-86 because personal income tax rates are lower.12 In addition, taxpayers make greater use of another tax-advantaged savings program, the 401(k) plan, available through many employers. Like an IRA, such plans allow the contributor to defer tax payments on some current income, as well as investment earnings, until the funds are withdrawn at retirement. But such plans may be more attractive than IRAs because of their higher contribution limits and, often, matching contributions by the employer. Any household that does not take full advantage of its tax-deferred 401(k) plan would not experience greater savings incentives under this reform option.

Option 2: Raise the contribution limit. A sec-
ond reform option is to raise, or remove entirely, the dollar limit on IRA contributions. Many high-income households and households with a strong taste for saving experience weak marginal savings incentives when contributions are limited to $2,000 because they are already saving above this level. Raising or removing the dollar limit would encourage such households to save more because they could earn a higher after-tax return on an additional dollar of savings. But this increase in the after-tax return might not stimulate much, if any, additional savings if the private savings rate is relatively insensitive to the rate of return. The increase in private savings might even be too small to offset the decline in government savings, reducing the national savings rate.

The first two IRA options also may have political disadvantages. Both options would give additional tax benefits primarily to households with above-average levels of income and wealth. Yet President Clinton proposes higher income tax rates for those at the very top of the income distribution. Providing new tax benefits for higher income taxpayers through either option might be seen as inconsistent with the new administration’s tax objectives, and probably would provoke complaints from political groups that are concerned about the income distribution.

**Option 3: Allow penalty-free withdrawals.** A third reform option is to make IRAs more attractive to the typical saver by allowing penalty-free withdrawals for certain reasons, such as buying a first home or paying college expenses. Such a reform would make IRAs somewhat more liquid and thus more appealing to younger taxpayers and middle-income households that may feel uncomfortable about tying up their savings until retirement. Adopting this reform option might therefore result in a substantial new flow of funds into IRAs.

But this reform option might not raise the national savings rate. The movement of funds into such IRAs might largely represent asset switching from existing non-IRA financial assets, where households presumably are putting their current savings for homebuying or a college education. This reform option also might increase the relevance of the target saving example because households probably have a better idea of the target sum needed for college tuition or the downpayment on a home than about the amount needed for retirement. By offering a higher after-tax rate for achieving these savings goals, this reform option might cause households to save less for such non-retirement objectives.

**Option 4: Create a “back-loaded” IRA.** A fourth reform option is to create a “back-loaded” IRA, meaning an IRA where the initial contributions are not deductible but IRA distributions are also not taxed. The back-loaded IRA might require the taxpayer to keep funds in the IRA for a certain number of years before gaining any tax benefits, as in the Bush administration’s proposed FIRA. A back-loaded IRA might even require that the funds be left in the account until 59-1/2 years of age, similar to the current IRA.14

But a back-loaded IRA does not solve the economic problems of the conventional IRA. The back-loaded IRA does not, for example, cure the low sensitivity of national savings to changes in the after-tax rate of return, nor does it increase the marginal incentive to save for households that are already saving above the IRA contribution limit. Moreover, if the immediate tax deduction is an important savings incentive—as proponents of the current IRA maintain—the back-loaded IRA might provide less incentive to save than the present IRA.

The back-loaded IRA also creates a political danger of worsening the government budget deficit over the long run. Little government revenue would be lost in the short run because the back-loaded IRA gives no immediate deduction for IRA contributions. Such a feature might be attractive to politicians wishing to provide middle-income tax relief in a time of large government budget deficits. But if taxpayers were to shift funds from taxable assets into a new back-loaded IRA, government revenue losses would gradually increase
as investment earnings accrued without being taxed. Because such revenue losses are not immediately apparent, fiscal policymakers might be tempted to give away a large amount of future tax revenue, worsening the government savings rate in the years ahead.

**Option 5: Create a Premium Savings Account.** A fifth reform option is the Premium Savings Account (PSA), a new approach designed to provide better marginal savings incentives than the current IRA. Bernheim and Scholz propose that each taxpayer would have to save some fixed “floor” amount, based on the taxpayer’s income, before being allowed to contribute to a PSA. For each dollar of savings above the floor amount, the taxpayer could contribute one dollar to the PSA up to some “ceiling” amount, also based on the taxpayer’s income. For example, a single taxpayer with an income of $60,000 might have a floor of $6,000 and a ceiling of $8,000. By saving $7,500 in a given year, the taxpayer could thus contribute $1,500 to a PSA. Properly constructed, this system of floors and ceilings could maximize the number of households in each income class that would experience an increased marginal incentive to save.

But the effectiveness of a PSA program also remains uncertain. Although the PSA would provide stronger marginal savings incentives than the current IRA, the PSA still might have little effect if the private savings rate is insensitive to the after-tax rate of return. As a result, government savings still might decline by more than the increase in private savings and thus worsen the national savings rate. In addition, the PSA would pose administrative challenges because such a system would require a measure of savings that is not available from current tax returns. And it is unclear that economists understand consumer behavior well enough to design an effective schedule of ceilings and floors for the PSA.

The Premium Savings Account is therefore an intriguing proposal that—properly constructed—might provide better marginal savings incentives than the other reform options. As such, the PSA clearly deserves further research and evaluation. But at this point, economists cannot be sure how such a system should be designed or whether it would really increase the national savings rate.

**CONCLUSION**

Because of the mixed results from past research, economists cannot say with certainty whether a broader IRA program could raise the national savings rate in the 1990s. But the national savings rate declined in the mid-1980s despite a substantial flow of funds into IRAs. Cross-section evidence also suggests that IRAs do not stimulate much new savings in 1982–86, the period of broadest IRA eligibility. IRAs were unsuccessful in the 1980s for three main reasons—the low sensitivity of savings to the after-tax rate of return, weak marginal savings incentives, and asset switching into IRAs from taxable financial assets. Although some of the reform options in the preceding section might stimulate more savings than the current IRA, none solves all of the economic problems that made IRAs ineffective in the 1980s. As a result, the reform options do not offer a reliable cure for the low national savings rate.

But this conclusion does not mean that fiscal policymakers can do nothing about the low national savings rate. Although policymakers may have weak tools for influencing the private savings rate, they have substantial influence over the government savings rate. As the second section showed, a decline in government savings is a major reason for the low national savings rate. Fiscal policymakers may not be able to eliminate fluctuations in government revenues caused by the business cycle, but they can improve the government balance sheet by reducing the budget deficit over time. The resulting increase in government savings should raise the national savings rate and ultimately improve U.S. living standards.
ENDNOTES

1 Productivity growth slowed from an average of 2.4 percent annually in the 1960s to 1.3 percent in the 1970s and only 0.8 percent in the 1980s. Likewise, the growth of real net national product per person slowed from 2.7 percent annually in the 1960s to 1.7 percent in the 1970s and 1.3 percent in the 1980s.

2 Net national product is gross national product minus a capital consumption allowance. The Joint Committee on Taxation of the U.S. Congress reports that the U.S. savings rate averaged 3.6 percent of gross domestic product in the 1980s. In contrast, the average savings rate in the 1980s was 8.4 percent in Canada, 10.2 percent in Germany, and 17.8 percent in Japan.

3 Even in an open economy, a low national savings rate may lower the domestic capital stock. For a large country such as the United States, a low savings rate may raise the real interest rate in world capital markets, thus depressing real investment spending. Moreover, some empirical evidence suggests that world capital markets are not fully integrated. Feldstein and Horioka find that, looking across a sample of industrial countries, a low domestic savings rate is associated with low domestic investment. Thus, even though the U.S. economy is open to international capital flows, the low savings rate may explain part of the slowing in productivity growth and real output growth in the last two decades.

4 The maximum individual contribution to an IRA is the lesser of $2,000 or the individual’s compensation. Taxpayers who are not covered by a pension plan may deduct their entire IRA contribution. For taxpayers covered by a pension plan, the deduction is gradually eliminated as adjusted gross income rises from $40,000 to $50,000 for families and from $25,000 to $35,000 for single persons. A taxpayer also may contribute up to $250 to the IRA of a nonworking spouse. Deductible contributions are taxed when the funds are withdrawn from the IRA, but withdrawals of nondeductible contributions are not taxed.

5 Most taxpayers did not contribute to an IRA even during the period of broad eligibility requirements. Only about 16 percent of all federal tax returns claimed an IRA deduction at the height of the program in 1985, and less than 6 percent of tax returns claimed an IRA deduction in 1989.

6 Although the measures of the savings rate in this section are widely used to discuss trends in savings, many economists believe these savings rates are subject to measurement errors. For example, these savings rates do not include capital gains or losses on household financial assets, even though such gains or losses could dramatically change household wealth. These savings rates also treat the purchase of a durable good, such as a car or refrigerator, as a form of consumption. Many economists argue that such purchases are really a form of savings because a durable good provides services to a household for several years rather than being consumed all at once. Bovenberg and Evans examine these issues in greater detail, however, and conclude that the decline in the savings rate cannot be attributed solely to measurement errors.

7 Private savings is personal savings plus undistributed corporate profits. Personal savings is simply disposable income, household income after tax payments, minus personal consumption expenditures. Undistributed corporate profits include inventory valuation and capital consumption adjustments. The private savings rate is private savings divided by the net national product.

8 Some proponents of IRAs argue that conventional economic theory does not capture the full savings incentive from IRAs because such theory ignores important behavioral effects (Shefrin and Thaler; Thaler). For example, Venti and Wise (1992) hypothesize that widespread promotion of IRAs by financial institutions in the early 1980s caused households to pay more attention to their retirement needs, stimulating a greater increase in savings than conventional theory suggests. But fiscal policymakers should not, at present, place much confidence in behavioral analyses of IRAs. Such theories are relatively new and untested, unlike behavioral theory which has been applied usefully to many policy issues. Behavioral theories of savings do not yet provide a reliable basis for analyzing the effect of IRAs on private savings.

9 Bosworth and Bovenberg provide brief surveys of empirical research on the sensitivity of private savings to the after-tax rate of return. The wide range of estimates prompts both authors to conclude that no consensus exists on the magnitude of this effect. But the high degree of uncertainty is another reason why expanded IRA eligibility is not a reliable way to raise the national savings rate. Fiscal policymakers should concentrate on policy actions where the effects on private behavior can be anticipated with greater certainty.

10 Feldstein argues that previous analyses of IRAs overstated their adverse effect on government tax revenues by ignoring a positive effect on corporate tax payments. If IRAs raise the savings rate, a higher stock of corporate capital will lead to larger profits and higher corporate tax receipts. Thus, Feldstein asserts that the revenue loss from IRAs is much smaller than was previously estimated, and may even be a revenue gain over some time horizons. But Feldstein's arguments hold only if IRAs raise the national savings rate.
because savings must first increase to produce a larger stock of corporate capital. As this article shows, such a positive effect of IRAs on national savings is very much open to dispute.

11 In the Bush administration's proposal, the flexible IRA would be available to single persons earning up to $60,000 per year and married couples earning up to $120,000. Withdrawals of investment earnings within three years of the initial contribution would face both income taxation and a 10 percent penalty. Withdrawals of earnings between three and seven years after the contribution would be taxed at the regular income tax rate but would not face an additional penalty.

12 The Clinton administration has, however, proposed an increase in the top personal income tax rate from 31 percent to 36 percent. In addition, people with taxable incomes over $250,000 would face an additional 10 percent surtax, resulting in an effective income tax rate of about 40 percent. But personal income tax rates would generally remain lower than in the early 1980s.

13 For some higher income taxpayers with pension coverage, the availability of both deductible IRAs and 401(k) plans might increase the marginal incentive to save. Suppose the taxpayer currently has an income level too high to make deductible IRA contributions. Also suppose the taxpayer wants to save $6,000 but can only contribute $5,000 to a 401(k) plan because of rules restricting contributions by highly compensated employees. Earnings on the last $1,000 of savings would, thus, be taxed at the regular income tax rate.

If the taxpayer becomes eligible for a deductible IRA with a maximum contribution of $2,000, earnings on the last $1,000 of savings could be sheltered from taxes until retirement. As a result, the after-tax return on an additional dollar of savings increases, which might induce the taxpayer to save somewhat more than $1,000 outside the 401(k) plan.

Some higher income taxpayers may, therefore, experience a stronger incentive to save if both 401(k) plans and deductible IRAs are available. But there still might not be enough new private savings to offset the loss in government savings from this reform option. Moreover, higher income taxpayers without a pension plan would not experience any increase in their savings incentives because such taxpayers can already make deductible IRA contributions.

14 In this case, the back-loaded IRA and the current IRA would offer the same expected after-tax returns to the saver over the life of the investment. This equivalence requires that the marginal income tax rate be the same at the time of the contribution and at the time of withdrawal. Ozanne examines cases where the marginal tax rate varies over time and argues that a back-loaded IRA may provide stronger incentives than the conventional IRA for nonretirement saving, such as saving for the downpayment on a home.

15 The maximum contribution to the PSA for this taxpayer in any given year would be $2,000, which could be made only if the taxpayer saved $8,000 or more. A single taxpayer with a smaller income would face lower floor and ceiling amounts. For example, a taxpayer with an income of $50,000 might have a floor of $2,700 and a ceiling of $4,700.
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Asymmetric Effects of Monetary Policy

By Donald P. Morgan

Does tight monetary policy slow the economy more than easy monetary policy accelerates the economy? Recent U.S. experience suggests that may be the case. When monetary policy was tight in 1988 and 1989, the economy seemed to slow in response. Yet when monetary policy was eased in 1990, the economy did not respond accordingly.

The suggestion that monetary policy has such asymmetric effects is not altogether new or unorthodox. Indeed, mainstream economists adopted this view for several decades after the Great Depression, when easy monetary policy seemed powerless to revive the economy. Recent studies have revived interest in the asymmetric effects of monetary policy. Theoretical research has suggested reasons why tight policy may have more impact than easy policy. And empirical studies, which use monetary growth to identify the stance of policy, have produced evidence of asymmetry.

Of course, not all changes in monetary growth may reflect changes in policy. Recent growth in M2, for example, has been very slow even though monetary policy, judging from the statements of policymakers themselves, has been decidedly easy. Moreover, various measures of money can give contradictory indications of the stance of monetary policy. So studying only the monetary aggregates may lead to the wrong conclusions about the stance and the impact of policy.

This article looks for evidence that monetary policy has asymmetric effects using two alternative measures of the stance of policy: (1) the federal funds rate and (2) a narrative index based on the statements of policymakers. The article finds some evidence of asymmetry using both measures of policy. The first section of the article traces the history and possible causes of asymmetry. The second section presents some evidence that the impact of monetary policy is asymmetric.

Roots of Asymmetry

The notion of asymmetry was born in the Great Depression. That event convinced many that easy policy was powerless against recessions, even if tight policy could check a boom. One reason heard then for asymmetry is still heard today: a loss of confidence by firms and consumers during recessions makes monetary policy less effective. Two other reasons given today are credit constraints that augment only tight policy, and prices that are less flexible downward than upward.
History of asymmetry

Economists have entertained the possibility of asymmetry off and on for decades. Until the end of the 1920s, most believed the impact of monetary policy was symmetric. It was thought that policymakers controlled a lever that could lower or raise the level of economic activity equally well. By raising interest rates, the Federal Reserve could slow the economy, and by lowering rates, the Fed could stimulate the economy. The apparent success of monetary policy in turning around mild recessions in 1924 and 1927 bolstered faith in the effectiveness of easy policy (Hansen).

This faith in easy policy was shaken by the Great Depression, which convinced many economists that only tight policy was effective. After the economy turned down in 1929, short-term nominal interest rates soon declined to less than 1 percent. The low level of interest rates convinced the Federal Reserve it was pursuing an easy monetary policy. Yet the Depression persisted until 1934, leading many to conclude that easy policy was futile, “like pushing on a string.”

According to monetary historians, the notion of asymmetry was widely adopted in the 1940s and 1950s (Mayer, Johnson). This view was also held by some within the Federal Reserve. A vice president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, for example, began an article in 1951, stating, “Two decades ago it still bordered on heresy to suggest that central bank control over interest rates was useless . . . . Today that heresy has become widely accepted as dogma” (Roosa, p. 1).

Belief in asymmetry diminished in the 1960s and 1970s, after Friedman and Schwartz reexamined the monetary history of the Great Depression. Their analysis showed that monetary policy was not easy in the early 1930s, but actually was tight. So rather than proving monetary policy was impotent, they argued, the Great Depression was “tragic testimonial” to its power. This observation seemed to effectively weaken the primary evidence that easy policy was ineffective. By 1969, Mayer concluded: “Belief in asymmetry of monetary policy has lost much of its support” (p. 150).

The loss of support for asymmetry, however, may have been premature. After all, Friedman and Schwartz’s observation about the Great Depression proved only that tight policy was effective, not that easy policy was equally effective. And the recent sluggish recovery has once again shaken some observers’ faith in the power of easy policy. Moreover, recent theoretical research suggests reasons why easy policy may be less effective than tight policy.

Reasons for asymmetry

Changing outlook. One reason monetary policy might have asymmetric effects is because business and consumer confidence changes over the business cycle. This changing outlook could lead to asymmetry if firms and consumers are more pessimistic during recessions than they are optimistic during booms, or if the outlook of firms and consumers simply matters more during recessions.

It is easy to see how pessimism may thwart easy policy. If firms have a dim outlook on their business prospects, lower interest rates may not stimulate borrowing and investment. Similarly, if employment prospects are bleak, lower interest rates will not boost consumer spending on durables.

Pessimism was, and still is, a commonly invoked reason why easy policy may be weak. During the Great Depression, pessimism was thought to discourage borrowing and lending, thus countering the supposedly easy policy. The saying then was “You can lead a horse to water . . . .” And just a year ago, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Greenspan pointed to the low “state of consumer and business confidence” as a reason the economy had responded sluggishly to easy policy (p.1).

Yet pessimism by itself cannot explain why easy policy is less effective than tight policy. During booms, the outlook of firms and consumers
changes from pessimism to optimism. And optimism presumably weakens the impact of tight monetary policy, just as pessimism weakens the impact of easy policy.

For a changing outlook to explain asymmetry, pessimism must weaken easy policy more than optimism weakens tight policy. This requirement would be satisfied if the outlook itself changes asymmetrically over the business cycle, that is, if firms and consumers are more pessimistic during recessions than they are optimistic during booms. This requirement would also be satisfied if the outlook simply matters more during recessions, meaning that firms and consumers worry more about the outlook and pay less attention to interest rates during recessions than during booms.

While both of these conjectures about business psychology might be true, they are still weak reeds to rely on for explaining asymmetry. There are, however, more compelling reasons.

Credit constraints. Monetary policy may also be asymmetric due to the interaction of credit constraints and the demand for credit. Credit constraints arise if tight policy makes banks less willing to lend to some borrowers.

Tight monetary policy can lead to credit constraints if banks are unwilling to lend to riskier borrowers when market rates are high. As tight policy pushes up market rates, banks' cost of funds increases because banks must raise deposit rates along with market rates. All else equal, banks would simply pass on the higher cost of funds to borrowers by raising loan rates. But all else is not equal because higher loan rates can increase the risk of bankruptcy by increasing the borrower's obligation to the bank. If higher loan rates threaten to increase bankruptcy risk too much, banks may ration the quantity of credit available to riskier borrowers, leaving them credit constrained.

The interaction of such constraints and the demand for credit can skew the impact of monetary policy. By driving up market rates, tight monetary policy tightens the credit constraint on some borrowers. Given a growing economy and strong demand for credit, the constraint effectively limits spending by these borrowers. This binding constraint augments the impact of tight monetary policy, leading to a larger decline in borrowing and spending than would result from higher market interest rates alone. On the other hand, easy policy relaxes credit constraints by lowering market rates. Relaxing the constraints, however, will not necessarily boost borrowing and spending if a slowing economy has reduced the demand for credit. In other words, if the credit constraint is no longer binding before policy is eased, relaxing the constraint will not augment easy policy.

This reasoning suggests that if the credit constraints bind only when policy is tight and the demand for credit is strong, then tight policy will be more powerful than easy policy. This explanation of asymmetry seems more compelling than the changing outlook story because it has been sketched out in theoretical models and has some indirect empirical support.

Prices less flexible downward. Another explanation for asymmetry involves the relative flexibility of prices. Monetary policy will have asymmetric effects on real output if prices are less flexible downward than upward. In that case, tight policy will cause output to fall with little change in prices, while easy policy will cause prices to rise with little change in output. Recent theoretical research suggests that prices may be inflexible downward because firms are already inclined to raise their prices to keep up with trend inflation regardless of whether policy is tight or easy.

These theories all begin with the assumption that it is costly for firms to adjust prices simply because firms must issue new price lists to their customers. Such "menu" costs make it expensive for firms to continuously adjust prices to their desired level. To economize, firms will set an initial price based on expected growth in spending for some period, say, a year. In the meantime, firms' desired price may change because of unexpected changes in spending. Firms may therefore
choose to adjust prices periodically when their initial price is too far from their desired price.

Trend inflation in this scenario will lead firms to adjust their prices asymmetrically in response to changes in monetary policy. Suppose policy was eased to a certain degree during the year, causing spending to rise. Although the higher spending would increase a firm's desired price above its initial price, the difference might be too small to justify the cost of adjusting prices. Trend inflation also increases the desired price, however, because firms wish to keep their individual prices in line with the general price level. The higher spending, together with inflation, might very well lead firms to increase prices rather than output.8

Reversing this logic reveals how trend inflation makes firms less likely to lower prices when monetary policy is tightened to the same degree. Although the resulting decline in spending inclines firms to lower prices, inflation inclines them to raise prices. The overall effect may wash, so that instead of cutting prices in response to lower spending, firms reduce output. Trend inflation can therefore cause prices to be less flexible downward than upward, which in turn leads to asymmetric effects of policy on output.

This explanation of asymmetry seems the most compelling both theoretically and empirically. While the discussion above simply traces the story, the explanation has been fully developed in several models (Tseidodo; Ball and Mankiw; Caballero and Engel). And empirical tests support the models. Caballero and Engel, for example, gathered data on 37 countries with low to moderate inflation rates. They found that as inflation rises across countries, the impact on output of unexpected increases in spending falls, just as the models predict.7 Caballero and Engel, however, studied the effect of spending changes in general, not just changes due to monetary policy.8 So the question remains whether monetary policy in particular has asymmetric effects.

**Evidence of Asymmetry**

Evidence that monetary policy has asymmetric effects was found by recent studies using the monetary aggregates to identify the stance of policy. Additional evidence is presented here when policy is identified using the federal funds rate and an index based on policymakers' statements.

**Evidence using the aggregates**

A recent study by Cover found evidence that monetary policy has asymmetric effects. Using quarterly data beginning in 1949, Cover estimated the effect of changes in M1 on output growth.9 He discovered that declines in money growth usually had a substantial and statistically significant effect on output. In contrast, he found that increases in money growth usually had a small and statistically insignificant effect on output.

Others have subsequently researched Cover's findings using different sample periods and different data. One researcher found the same results even if the sample excluded the Volcker era of 1979 to 1987, which included a period of severely tight policy.10 DeLong and Summers found similar results using annual data back to the turn of the century. This author found very similar results using the broader monetary aggregates, M2 and M3, which sometimes—as is the case recently—diverge from the narrower M1 aggregate.11 These various extensions suggest Cover's results do not merely reflect his choice of sample period, data frequency, or monetary aggregate.

A potential problem remains, however. All these extensions identify the stance of policy using the monetary aggregates, which can be misleading because not all changes in monetary growth reflect changes in policy. Current slow growth in M2 and M3, for example, may largely reflect portfolio shifts to higher yielding stock and bond funds, rather than tight policy. And over the longer sample periods covered in the studies just discussed,
variation in money growth could simply reflect changes in current output rather than changes in policy. If so, estimates of the impact of money growth on output will be inaccurate because the estimates will also measure the reverse impact of output on money growth. This identification problem has led researchers to consider alternative measures of the stance of policy.

**Evidence using alternative policy measures**

Some researchers now advocate using the federal funds rate to identify the stance of policy (Bernanke and Blinder). Others are returning to an older, narrative approach in which the stance of policy is identified by the statements of policymakers themselves (Romer and Romer).

**The federal funds rate.** The funds rate is a natural way to identify the stance of policy because policymakers have targeted this rate on and off for the last 30 years. Changes in the funds rate appear to have an asymmetric impact on output, just as changes in money growth do. The evidence is weaker, though, when the sample excludes the period in the early 1980s when policymakers dropped the funds rate target.

Measuring the stance of policy directly with the federal funds rate raises problems, however, because not all changes in the funds rate reflect changes in policy. For example, if the economy is growing rapidly and other market rates are on the rise, policymakers may let the funds rate drift up in step, even though they are not actively tightening policy. Similarly, policymakers may let the funds rate drift up with inflation, even though they are not tightening policy.

Identifying changes in the funds rate that reflect changes in policy calls for a two-stage regression procedure. In the first stage, the level of the funds rate is regressed on its own lagged values, on current and lagged values of output growth and inflation, plus a constant and a trend variable. The variations in the funds rate not explained by those variables, the residuals, are used to identify the stance of policy. The positive residuals represent tight policy because the residuals measure how much the current funds rate exceeds the level predicted by current and lagged values of output and inflation. The negative residuals represent easy policy, when the funds rate is lower than would be expected given current and lagged values of output and inflation.

In the second-stage regression, the real growth rate of output (the change in the log) is regressed on a constant and trend variable, lagged output growth, and lagged values of positive and negative residuals of the funds rate as shown in the equation below.

\[
\Delta \log Y_t = a + b \times \text{Trend} + \sum_{i=1}^{8} C_i \times \Delta \log Y_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{8} d_i \times FF_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{8} e_i \times FF_{t-i} + n_t.
\]

The cumulative impact of policy on output is measured by the sum of the coefficients on the positive and negative residuals of the funds rate. Because changes in the funds rate in one direction tend to move output in the opposite direction, the estimated sums are expected to be negative. The equation was estimated with quarterly data over two sample periods. The full sample spanned 1963:2 through 1992:3. The second sample excluded 1979:4-1982:4, the period in which the Federal Reserve deemphasized the funds rate.

Changes in the funds rate clearly had an asymmetric impact on output over the full sample period (Table 1). The impact of increases in the funds rate is large and highly significant. The impact of decrease in the funds rate is small and insignificantly different from zero. And as the bottom line indicates, the difference in the impact is statistically significant.

The evidence of asymmetry is considerably weaker when the sample period excludes 1979:4-1982:4. Over this subsample, both increases and
Table 1

Impact of the Federal Funds Rate on Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FF^+</td>
<td>-1.09***</td>
<td>-1.75***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.33)</td>
<td>(.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF^-</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-1.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.32)</td>
<td>(.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF^+ - FF^-</td>
<td>-1.01**</td>
<td>-.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.48)</td>
<td>(.68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Shown are sums of coefficients from regression of output growth on positive and negative residuals of federal funds rate. Residuals are calculated from a first-stage regression of the funds rate on constant, trend, eight lags of funds rate, and current and eight lags of output growth and inflation (see text for explanation). Standard errors are in parentheses. ** and *** indicate significance at 5 percent and 1 percent, respectively.

decreases in the funds affect output significantly and the impacts do not differ significantly. Arguably, however, there is some evidence of asymmetry even in this subsample. Increases in the funds rate are more significant than are decreases, and increases also appear to have a much larger impact, even if the difference is not statistically significant.¹⁵

Because asymmetry can be a visual concept, the empirical results are depicted in chart form. Chart 1 plots the cumulative impact on output of a change in the funds rate of one percentage point for one quarter.¹⁶ For the full sample period, an increase in the funds rate has a substantial and persistent effect on output (Panel A). One year after the increase, output is 0.6 percent below its initial level, and after two years output is more than 1 percent lower. A decrease in the funds rate, in comparison, has a small and temporary effect on output. One year after the decrease, output is less than 0.4 percent above its initial level, and after two years output returns to its initial level.

When the sample excludes 1979:4-1982:4, the asymmetry is less striking (Panel B). As with the full sample, increases in the funds rate seem to have a large impact, with output falling 2.0 percent below its initial level two years after the increase. Decreases, however, have a larger and more lasting impact on output compared to the full sample. The peak impact occurs a little more than a year later, when output is almost 1.5 percent below its initial level.

Thus, the pattern of results using the funds rate to identify policy, though not uniformly strong, tends to reinforce the evidence of asymmetry using the monetary aggregates.¹⁷ The following section uses an altogether different narrative approach to identify policy, based on policymakers’ statements.

The narrative approach. This approach requires researchers to read the recorded statements of policymakers and to index the stance of policy according to those statements. Using such
Chart 1

Asymmetric Impact of Changes in the Federal Funds Rate on Output

Note: Shown is the cumulative change in output from its initial level following a one percentage point change for one quarter in the federal funds rate. See text and endnote 16 for explanation.

Source: Author's calculations.
Chart 2

Boschen-Mill Index of Monetary Policy

Note: Value of index at end of quarter: 2 = very tight, 1 = tight, -1 = easy, -2 = very easy. Also see endnote 19.
Source: Boschen and Mill.

an index recently constructed by John Boschen and Leonard Mill, this section finds results similar to those above.

To construct their index, Boschen and Mill perused the policy records of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) from 1953 through 1991. Based on their reading of the record, the authors classified the stance of policy into five categories: very tight, tight, neutral, easy, and very easy. They assigned each category a respective value of 2, 1, 0, -1, and -2. The Boschen-Mill index is plotted in Chart 2.19

The narrative approach is less subjective than it appears. Boschen and Mill found that their index was significantly correlated with five other indexes constructed by different researchers over the last several years. This finding implies that different readers of the policy record form the same impression about the stance of monetary policy. So despite its apparent subjectivity, this approach should be a useful alternative to the funds rate or the aggregates in investigating the impact of monetary policy.

The investigation still requires the two-stage procedure used with the federal funds rate. The same procedure is necessary because monetary policy, even measured by the index, often responds to changes in output. So in order to accurately estimate the impact of policy on output, it is first necessary to identify changes in policy that are not due to changes in output. As before, this identification is accomplished with a first-stage
Table 2

Impact of Boschen-Mill Index on Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM^+</td>
<td>-1.58*</td>
<td>-2.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.87)</td>
<td>(.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM^-</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.93)</td>
<td>(1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM^+ - BM^-</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>-4.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.55)</td>
<td>(1.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Shown are sums of coefficients from regression of output growth on positive and negative residuals of the Boschen-Mill index. Residuals are calculated from first-stage regression of the index on a constant, trend, eight lags of index, and current and eight lags of the output growth and inflation (see text for explanation). Standard errors are in parentheses. * and *** indicate significance at 10 percent and 1 percent.

regression of the index on its own lagged values, plus current and lagged values of output and inflation, which might be correlated with the index and with output.\(^\text{21}\)

In the second stage, output growth is regressed on positive and negative residuals from the first-stage regression, which represent tight policy and easy policy. The second-stage regression, which took the same form as the equation above, was also estimated over two sample periods: the full sample, 1963:2-1992:2, and the subsample that excluded 1979:4-1982:4.\(^\text{22}\)

Policy also appears to have asymmetric effects when measured by the Boschen-Mill index (Table 2). Over the full sample, increases in the index had a large and marginally significant impact on output, while decreases had an insignificant impact. The bottom line, however, indicates that the impacts do not differ significantly.

Unlike with the funds rate, the evidence of asymmetry is stronger when the sample excludes 1979:4-1982:4. Increases in the index had a very significant impact on output, while decreases in the index had an insignificant impact. Moreover, the difference in the impact is highly statistically significant. The stronger evidence with the index over the subsample is notable because the evidence with the funds rate was weaker over this sample period.

A picture illustrates the asymmetric impact of changes in the Boschen-Mill index on output (Chart 3). Over the full sample (Panel A), a one-unit increase in the index for one quarter, representing tight policy, has a dramatic and lasting effect on output. In contrast, a one-unit decrease, representing easy policy, has virtually no effect on output. When the sample excludes 1979:4-1982:4, an increase in the index reduces output dramatically (Panel B). Although a decrease in the index appears to reduce output, recall that the impact of a decrease in the index was insignificantly different from zero in Table 2.
Chart 3

Asymmetric Impact of Changes in the Boschen-Mill Index Output

Note: Shown is the cumulative change in output from its initial level following a one percentage point change for one quarter in the federal funds rate. See text and endnote 16 for explanation.

Source: Author's calculations.
SUMMARY

The view that monetary policy has asymmetric effects, once the mainstream view after the Depression, has undergone a revival. Recent experience in the United States suggests that easy policy may be weaker than tight policy, and recent theory suggests reasons why this may be so. Empirical research, using the monetary aggregates to identify policy, has produced evidence of asymmetry.

The results presented in this article provide some additional evidence of asymmetry using two alternative measures of policy: (1) the federal funds rate and (2) a narrative index of policy. Although this evidence is not equally strong across measures and across sample periods, the same patterns recur. Tight monetary policy, however measured, substantially and significantly reduced output in either sample period, while easy monetary policy usually had an insignificant effect on output. These results, together with recent theory and experience, make a case for further research on the possibility of asymmetric effects of monetary policy.

ENDNOTES

1 Alfred Hansen, a prominent Harvard economist of that era wrote, “The monetary weapons can, indeed, be applied effectively to check an expansion” (p. 71). Later, in the same chapter on monetary policy in the Depression, he concluded, “But the decade of the thirties offers abundant evidence that cheap money alone is not adequate” (p. 82).

2 Of course, the slow growth of M2 in the last several years leads monetarists to conclude that policy has been tight rather than easy during the current recovery.

3 For convenience, the text assumes that banks quantity ration credit at some point instead of raising loan rates. The equilibrium quantity of loans in that case is simply the quantity supplied at the point where the loan supply curve bends backward (Keeton). When policy is tightened, the equilibrium quantity of loans falls by the full amount of the shift in loan supply. Of course, easy policy presumably returns the loan supply curve to its original position. Nevertheless, the equilibrium quantity of loans will be less than before policy was tightened if loan demand has fallen in the meantime, and now intersects the original loan supply curve below the point where it bends backward, i.e., if there is no longer credit rationing at the new equilibrium.

4 Quantity rationing seems sufficient but not strictly necessary to explain asymmetry. The same information problems that lead to quantity rationing will lead banks to charge a steep risk premium over market interest rates for a given loan size. Even if firms can borrow at that rate, they may still be “credit constrained” because the premium will lead firms to forego profitable spending that cannot be financed internally (Fazzari, Hubbard, and Peterson). Moreover, the risk premium will increase with the size of the loan, implying a convex loan supply curve. As a convex loan supply curve shifts back and forth (due to changes in policy), the equilibrium quantity of loans changes more when loan demand is high than when loan demand is low.

5 The discussion in the text relies on the interaction of credit constraints and the demand for credit to explain asymmetric policy effects. A closely related idea is developed in a model by Jackman and Sutton, in which a credit constraint causes asymmetry through permanent income effects. Higher interest rates force constrained consumers to reduce spending by the full amount that their loan payments increase. Lower rates relax the constraint, but spending increases less than proportionately because consumers spread out their spending across time. A somewhat related idea is suggested in Bernanke and Gertlers’ model, in which firms may be credit constrained because of low collateral. When firms are fully collateralized, and hence unconstrained, sharp declines in investment spending are more likely than sharp increases. Indirect evidence of such asymmetries comes from Kashyap, Lamont, and Stein, who find that firms’ spending on inventory appears credit constrained only when policy is tight. More indirect evidence comes from Gertler and Gilchrist, who find that shocks to the federal funds rate have larger effects on spending (particularly by small firms) when output growth is below average.

6 This discussion is partial equilibrium in the sense that inflation is taken as given in analyzing an individual firm’s pricing decisions. The studies being discussed, however, determine inflation endogenously as a function of individual firm’s decisions.

7 More precisely, the model predicts that the degree of asymmetry increases with the average inflation rate across countries: the impact of negative spending shocks increases...
with inflation and the impact of positive spending shocks decreases with inflation. This is precisely what Caballero and Engel found. Ball and Mankiw's model predicts that the distribution of real growth rates of output will be skewed to the left because output is more likely to fall after a decline in spending than it is likely to rise after an increase in spending. They cite evidence of such skewness from Sichel in support of this prediction.

8 And because the degree of asymmetry increases with the inflation rate, the question remains whether policy has asymmetric effects in the United States, a country with a relatively low inflation rate.

9 To be precise, Cover estimated the impact on output of unexpected changes in money: changes not predicted by lagged output, interest rates, and other variables. Using unexpected changes is a way of excluding changes in money growth due to changes in demand, rather than changes in supply.

10 The anonymous referee of Cover’s article at the Quarterly Journal of Economics found the same result excluding the Volcker period.

11 The results are available upon request.

12 Controlling for feedback between policy and output is usually accomplished with a vector autoregression (VAR). The nonlinearity implicit in this model precludes straightforward use of a VAR. The two-stage procedure used here, however, is akin to a VAR in which output is ordered before policy. Cover also used a two-stage procedure. However, he excluded current output growth from the first stage and included current money shocks in the second stage. This is equivalent to ordering policy before output in a VAR, which is not the usual prior. Moreover, it could have biased his results because money demand very likely depends on current income.

13 The first-stage regression was:

$$ FF_t = a + b \cdot \text{trend} + \sum_{i=1}^{8} b_i \cdot FF_{t-i} + \sum_{i=0}^{8} C_i \cdot \Delta \log Y_{t-i} $$

$$ + \sum_{i=0}^{8} d_i \cdot \text{inflation}_{t-i} + e_t . $$

The sample period was 1961:2-1992:3. Using the change in the funds rate instead of the level did not alter the results. Including the deficit in the first-stage regression tended to strengthen the results. That specification was not reported, however, in order to maintain symmetry with the first-stage specification of the Boschen-Mill regression (to follow), in which the deficit seemed not to belong.

14 Herein, the terms "increases" and "decreases" are used to refer to positive and negative residuals of the first-stage regression and not simply to positive and negative changes in the observed series.

15 That the evidence of asymmetry is weaker when the sample excludes 1979:4-82:4 may or may not be surprising, depending on one's priors. Given the evidence over the full sample, one might have expected even stronger evidence after excluding a period in which the Federal Reserve was clearly not targeting the funds rate (implying that funds rate shocks did not necessarily represent changes in policy). On the other hand, one may have expected weaker evidence after excluding a period in which the funds rate was allowed to fluctuate more than ever before.

16 For simplicity, the federal funds rate is assumed to change for only one quarter, after which it returns to its initial level. Even such a temporary change in the funds rate will have persistent effects on output growth because, according to the regression equation, the past level of the funds rate affects the current growth rate of output. The impact of a change in the funds rate is calculated using the estimated coefficients in the regression equation and includes the indirect effects due to lagged changes in output growth. This "dynamic multiplier" is not to be confused with an impulse response function.

17 Roughly the same pattern of results was obtained if the deficit was included in the second-stage regression. With 12 lags included, easy policy was sometimes significant after two years. It is hard to believe, however, that a decrease in the funds rate this quarter would directly affect output more than two years from now. And even if it did, such a long lag still seems to preclude a useful stabilization role. Moreover, the restriction that the regression equation had only eight lags versus 12 lags could not be rejected.

18 The records included the FOMC directives and the associated policy discussions in the minutes of the FOMC meetings.

19 The series constructed by Boschen and Mill was monthly. For compatibility with quarterly data, however, this article uses the value of the index on the last month of the quarter. Boschen and Mill also used negative values to indicate tight policy and positive values to indicate easy policy. For comparability with the results using the funds rate (which increases when policy is tight), this article uses the opposite signs: positive values represent tight policy and negative values represent easy policy.

20 This issue arises in any study in which the data investigated do not result from controlled experiments.
example, if psychologists wish to investigate whether alcohol causes depression, they must first determine that their subjects were not drinking because they were depressed in the first place. Psychologists can pre-screen their subjects and reject those who give depression as a reason for their drinking. This pre-screening is analogous to the first-stage regression here (and with the funds rate), which "rejects" changes in policy due to changes in output growth. But other than declining output growth, or a recession, why would policy ever be eased? Perhaps because of public pressure, or because of a shift by existing policymakers toward complementary goals, such as calming financial markets, or because new policymakers with different goals joined the FOMC. All of these reasons could lead to a change in policy that was not directly in response to a change in output growth.

21 Inflation was included in the first-stage regression to maintain symmetry with the funds rate specification and because Boschen and Mill did so. The results do not change significantly, however, when inflation is excluded from the first stage.

22 Although the Boschen-Mill policy index runs only through 1991:4, the second-stage regression uses only lagged policy so the estimation runs through 1992:1.
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The Impact of Monetary Policy on Bank Lending: The Role of Securities and Large CDs

By William R. Keeton

The seemingly small impact of easier monetary policy on bank lending during the recent recovery has added to the controversy over the lending view of monetary policy. According to the lending view, easier monetary policy stimulates the economy by increasing bank lending. But critics claim that bank lending may fail to rise because banks may use the deposits generated by the easier policy to buy securities or retire large CDs. The weak response of bank lending to the recent easing seems to support the critics. Proponents of the lending view dismiss this charge. Instead, they blame the weakness in bank lending on the balance sheet concerns of banks and borrowers.

The controversy over the lending view has focused only on the direct effect of monetary policy—both sides have largely ignored the indirect effect. Easier monetary policy not only increases bank lending directly by increasing deposits, but also indirectly by lowering open-market rates. Specifically, lower open-market rates stimulate lending by encouraging banks to fund new loans through security sales or large CDs.

This article analyzes the implications of bank security holdings and large CDs for the direct and indirect effects of monetary policy on bank lending. The article argues that when both the direct and indirect effects are taken into account, banks’ ability to fund loans by selling securities and issuing large CDs may strengthen monetary policy rather than weaken it. The first section describes the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lending and explains why critics believe banks’ ability to fund loans from nondeposit sources has diminished this effect. The second section describes the indirect effect and argues that banks’ access to nondeposit funds increases this effect. The last section shows that the increase in the indirect effect can outweigh the decrease in the direct effect, so that monetary policy is more effective on balance.

HOW NONDEPOSIT SOURCES OF FUNDS DECREASE THE DIRECT EFFECT

Critics of the lending view argue that bank security holdings and CD issuance have reduced the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lend-
ing. This section describes the direct effect of monetary policy and explains why critics believe this effect has been diminished.

**What is the direct effect?**

A key tenet of the lending view is that monetary policy affects economic activity largely through the direct effect of changes in bank reserves on bank lending. Consider, for example, an open-market purchase by the Federal Reserve. Reserves and transactions deposits first increase by equal amounts. Banks, finding themselves with more reserves than they need to meet the reserve requirement on transactions deposits, then increase their lending and investment, leading to a further rise in transactions deposits and required reserves. This process continues until banks’ required reserves have risen enough to eliminate the surplus of reserves.

According to the lending view, the rise in bank lending permitted by the increase in transactions deposits stimulates private spending, thereby boosting the economy. To make additional loans, banks must lower loan rates and relax credit standards. Large borrowers who can borrow on the open market may respond by substituting bank credit for open-market credit, leaving their total spending unchanged. However, small and medium-size borrowers who cannot easily borrow on the open market will use the additional credit to finance new spending.

**Why banks’ willingness to use nondeposit funds reduces the direct effect**

The argument that bank security holdings and CD issuance have reduced the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lending is based on two claims. First, banks’ increased willingness to fund loans from nondeposit sources has made the supply of bank loans highly elastic with respect to the return on loans. Second, when loan supply is highly elastic, changes in deposits have little effect on bank lending.

**Willingness to use nondeposit funds makes loan supply more elastic.** Critics of the lending view argue that banks have become more willing than in the past to fund loans by selling securities or issuing large CDs. The main factor that used to deter a bank from funding loans from such nondeposit sources was the risk of illiquidity. Loans could not be liquidated as quickly as securities to meet unanticipated deposit withdrawals. Thus, if a bank shifted too heavily from securities to loans, it might have to meet subsequent deposit withdrawals by borrowing on an emergency basis at above normal rates. Similarly, liabilities like large CDs were viewed as a more volatile source of funds than core deposits because the liabilities were uninsured and held by large investors who were highly sensitive to relative yields. Thus, if a bank financed too many new loans with large CDs, the likelihood of a liquidity crisis would increase.

Recent developments may have reduced this risk of illiquidity, making banks more willing to use their securities and large CDs as a source of funds for loans. The growth of interstate banking and the trend toward consolidation have made deposits more predictable for many banks, reducing the risk of unanticipated withdrawals. Also, the removal of deposit rate ceilings, the growth of brokered deposits, and the development of secondary loan markets have made it easier for banks to meet deposit withdrawals or runoffs of CDs by attracting new funds or selling loans. Thus, banks may be more willing to sell securities and issue large CDs when lending becomes more profitable, and more willing to buy securities or retire large CDs when lending becomes less profitable.

The effect on loan supply of banks’ increased willingness to use nondeposit sources of funds is shown in Figure 1. Total bank lending is measured on the horizontal axis and the loan rate on the vertical axis.

The loan supply curve, $S$, shows how much banks would like to lend at each loan rate, given the rate of return on open-market assets and the
volume of transactions deposits. In deciding how much to lend for a given volume of transactions deposits, banks must weigh the benefit and cost of using nondeposit funds to finance additional lending. The benefit is the interest income on the new loans. The cost includes both the increased risk of illiquidity and the interest expense from using more nondeposit funds—the interest lost on the securities that are sold or the interest paid on the CDs that are issued. If the loan rate rises, the benefit from additional lending will increase. Thus, banks will expand their lending until the benefit and cost of additional lending are again equal.

An increased willingness on the part of banks to fund loans from nondeposit sources flattens the loan supply curve, causing it to rotate from $S_0$ to $S_1$ in Figure 1. Suppose, for example, that due to fundamental changes in the banking industry, increases in lending funded from nondeposit sources have less tendency to increase illiquidity risk. Then when the loan rate rises, banks will be able to expand their lending by a greater amount before the benefit of additional lending is outweighed by the cost—that is, before the extra interest income from loans is offset by the extra illiquidity risk and the extra interest cost of nondeposit funds. Thus, if the loan rate rises from $\rho_0$ to $\rho_1$ in Figure 1, the amount banks want to lend will increase from $L_0$ to $L_2$ rather than from $L_0$ to $L_1$.

A more elastic loan supply reduces the direct effect. The simplest way to show that a more
elastic loan supply curve reduces the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lending is to compare two extreme cases—a perfectly inelastic supply curve and a perfectly elastic one. Figure 2 shows the effects of an increase in reserves in these two cases. As before, open-market rates are held constant and each supply curve is drawn for a fixed volume of transactions deposits.

The vertical curve $S^1$ represents the case of a perfectly inelastic loan supply. In this case, banks desire a fixed ratio of loans to transactions deposits no matter how high the loan rate. For example, if the costs of illiquidity are very high, banks may prefer a loan-deposit ratio just low enough to avoid any risk of illiquidity. Thus, when the loan rate rises and deposits remain unchanged, banks refuse to supply more loans.

The horizontal curve $S^e$ shows the opposite extreme of a perfectly elastic loan supply. In this case, there exists a minimum loan rate at which banks are willing to lend, given the rate of return on open-market assets. If the loan rate rises even slightly above this level, banks want to fund an unlimited amount of loans by selling securities or issuing large CDs—for example, because illiquidity costs are negligible. Conversely, if the loan rate falls even slightly below the critical level, banks refuse to supply any loans. At a loan rate this low, banks are unwilling to fund loans with large CDs and would rather invest their transactions deposits in securities than in loans.

Finally, the downward-sloping demand curve
D shows how much businesses and households wish to borrow from banks at each loan rate. As the loan rate rises, the demand for loans falls for two reasons. First, for large well-known businesses, higher loan rates make bank loans less attractive than other methods of financing spending, such as borrowing on the open market or drawing down liquid assets. Second, as the loan rate increases, borrowers reduce spending, decreasing their demand for bank loans.

Consider now the effects of an open-market purchase in the two cases, starting from the same initial equilibrium (point A) and holding open-market rates constant.5 As noted earlier, the open-market purchase will cause transaction deposits to rise. However, as shown in Figure 2, this increase in deposits will have very different effects on the two loan supply curves and thus on the volume of bank lending.

The increase in deposits causes the perfectly inelastic supply curve to shift from $S^1$ to $S^\frac{1}{2}$. Because banks desire a constant loan-deposit ratio, they increase lending by the same proportion as deposits. At the initial loan rate, $\rho_1$, banks now supply more credit than borrowers desire. As a result, borrowers bid down the loan rate and banks move down the new vertical supply curve until the excess supply of credit is eliminated. In Figure 2, the new equilibrium is at point B, with a higher level of lending, $L_2$, and a lower loan rate, $\rho_2$.

In contrast, the increase in deposits has no effect on the perfectly elastic supply curve, $S^e$. With open-market rates held constant, the loan rate at which banks are just willing to lend remains at $\rho_1$. Thus, total lending remains at $L_1$, with banks using all their new transactions deposits in excess of reserve requirements to buy securities or retire CDs. To see why this case differs from the previous one, suppose banks increase their lending above $L_1$ as their deposits rise. As before, borrowers will bid down the loan rate. Now, however, even the slightest decrease in the loan rate will cause banks to shift heavily out of loans into securities or slash the amount of loans funded with large CDs. As a result, lending will contract until the initial equilibrium is restored.

The fact that lending does not increase when loan supply is perfectly elastic confirms that banks’ willingness to fund loans by selling securities or issuing CDs decreases the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lending. Critics of the lending view argue that this decrease in the direct effect significantly reduces the importance of the lending channel in the monetary transmission mechanism.6

**HOW NONDEPOSIT SOURCES OF FUNDS INCREASE THE INDIRECT EFFECT**

To the extent bank security holdings and CD issuance have reduced the direct impact of monetary policy on bank lending, it is tempting to conclude that monetary policy will be less effective. Such a conclusion would be unwarranted, however, because it ignores the indirect effect of monetary policy on bank lending via changes in open-market rates.

**What is the indirect effect?**

The indirect effect consists of two steps—easier monetary policy lowers open-market rates, and lower open-market rates stimulate bank lending. To illustrate the first step, suppose the Fed increases the supply of bank reserves through an open-market purchase. As in the discussion of the direct effect, transactions deposits will rise until banks’ required reserves just equal the new, higher supply of reserves. What the discussion of the direct effect ignored is that the public will use their excess transactions deposits to bid for open-market assets, driving the prices of such assets up and their rates of return down. At the same time, deposit rates will fall because banks will find it hard to invest the new transactions deposits pro-
Equilibrium will be restored when open-market rates fall enough relative to deposit rates to make the public content to hold the new, higher level of transactions deposits.

In the second step of the indirect effect, lower open-market rates make it more attractive for banks to use securities and large CDs to fund loans. As open-market rates fall, so will the rate of return on securities and the interest rate banks have to pay on large CDs. Thus, at the initial loan rate, banks will find it profitable to shift out of securities into loans and to finance new loans with large CDs. In other words, the fall in open-market rates will increase banks' desired ratio of loans to transactions deposits, reinforcing the direct effect of higher transactions deposits on bank lending.

*Why banks' willingness to use nondeposit funds increases the indirect effect*

As noted earlier, critics of the lending view believe banks' willingness to use nondeposit funds has made the supply of bank loans more responsive to changes in the loan rate. But if the supply of bank loans is more responsive to changes in the return on loans, it should also be more responsive to changes in the cost of using nondeposit funds to make loans. Thus, a decrease in open-market rates caused by easier monetary policy should lead to a bigger shift out of securities into loans and a bigger increase in the amount of new loans financed with CDs.

Figure 3 illustrates this point by comparing the effect of a decrease in the open-market rate under
Table 1

**Effects of Easier Monetary Policy on Bank Lending**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct effect (via changes in deposits)</th>
<th>Indirect effect (via changes in open-market rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfectly inelastic loan supply</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfectly elastic loan supply</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 3, the fall in the open-market rate has no effect on the perfectly inelastic supply curve, $S'$. The curve remains unchanged because banks desire a fixed ratio of loans to transactions deposits and transactions deposits are held constant. The decrease in the open-market rate reduces the cost to banks of funding loans by selling securities or issuing large CDs. By assumption, however, banks are unwilling to increase lending—for example, because doing so would increase their risk of illiquidity above zero. Thus, banks remain at point $A$, with the same total lending.

In contrast, the decrease in the open-market rate shifts the perfectly elastic supply curve, $S^e$, downward. As in the perfectly inelastic case, the fall in the open-market rate reduces the cost to banks of funding loans by selling securities or issuing large CDs. In this case, however, the loan supply curve shifts downward because the minimum loan rate at which banks are willing to lend falls from $\rho_1$ to $\rho_2$. Suppose, for example, that banks require a fixed spread between the loan rate and the open-market rate to be willing to lend. Then the curve $S^e$ will shift downward by the same amount that the open-market rate falls. At the initial loan rate, $\rho_1$, banks now want to fund an unlimited amount of loans from nondeposit sources. As a result, they reduce the loan rate in an effort to attract more loan customers. This process continues until a new equilibrium is reached at point $B$, with a higher level of lending and a lower loan rate. Thus, while the fall in the open-market rate leaves lending unchanged in the perfectly inelastic case, it increases lending in the perfectly elastic case.

Table 1 summarizes the results of Figures 2 and 3 on the effects of easier monetary policy on bank lending. When loan supply is perfectly inelastic, the direct effect via changes in deposits is positive and the indirect effect via changes in open-market rates is zero (first row). On the other hand, when loan supply is perfectly elastic, the
direct effect is zero and the indirect effect is positive (second row). Thus, to the extent bank security holdings and CD issuance make loan supply highly elastic, they decrease the direct effect of monetary policy on bank lending but increase the indirect effect.

**CAn Nondeposit Sources of Funds Strengthen Monetary Policy?**

Can the increase in the indirect effect outweigh the decrease in the direct effect, so that bank security holdings and large CDs actually increase the effectiveness of monetary policy? The answer is yes, provided deposit demand is sufficiently insensitive to a change in interest rates or loan demand is sufficiently sensitive to such a change.

**Interest sensitivity of deposit demand**

Table 1 implies that monetary policy will have a bigger impact on lending with a perfectly elastic loan supply on one condition: the indirect effect in the perfectly elastic case exceeds the direct effect in the perfectly inelastic case. One way this can happen is if deposit demand is interest-insensitive, so that increases in reserves lead to large decreases in the open-market rate.

Figure 4 shows why an increase in reserves
will lead to a bigger fall in the open-market rate in the perfectly elastic case if deposit demand is interest-insensitive. This diagram measures the volume of transactions deposits on the horizontal axis and the open-market rate on the vertical axis. The vertical curves $S_1$ and $S_2$ show the supply of transactions deposits before and after the increase in reserves. The downward-sloping curves $D'$ and $D''$ show two alternative demand curves for transactions deposits.

Each demand curve shows the amount of deposits the public desires to hold at different open-market rates, taking into account the response of the deposit rate to the open-market rate. When the open-market rate rises, banks will bid up the interest rate on transactions deposits. However, the deposit rate will rise less than the open-market rate, causing the public to shift out of transactions deposits into open-market assets. The flat curve $D'$ assumes that an increase in the open-market rate leads to a large decline in demand for deposits, while the steep curve $D''$ assumes that an increase in the open-market rate leads to a small decline in demand for deposits. One reason the curve may be steep is that the public’s demand for deposits may be unresponsive to changes in the relative returns on deposits and open-market assets. The other reason is that the relative returns on deposits and open-market assets may not change very much because deposit rates are highly flexible.

By shifting out the supply of transactions deposits, the easier policy creates an excess supply of deposits and drives down the open-market rate. If deposit demand is interest-sensitive (curve $D'$), only a small decline in the open-market rate is needed to induce the public to hold the higher volume of transactions deposits. As a result, the open-market rate falls only from $r_1$ to $r_2$. However, if deposit demand is interest-insensitive (curve $D''$), a much larger decline in the open-market rate is needed to eliminate the public’s excess supply of deposits. Thus, the open-market rate falls all the way from $r_1$ to $r_2$.

Figure 5 shows what this difference in the response of the open-market rate means for the bank loan market. The diagram shows the total effect of the increase in reserves on bank lending, taking into account both the direct effect via the change in deposits and the indirect effect via the change in the open-market rate. The top panel corresponds to the case of interest-sensitive deposit demand (the open-market rate falls only slightly), while the bottom panel represents the case of interest-insensitive deposit demand (the open-market rate falls sharply).

Consider first the impact of the easier policy on bank lending with interest-sensitive deposit demand (top panel). Because the open-market rate falls only slightly, the perfectly elastic loan supply curve, $S^e$, shifts down by only a small amount. Thus, in the perfectly elastic case, lending increases only from $L_1$ to $L'_2$. In contrast, the increase in transactions deposits shifts out the perfectly inelastic supply curve, $S^i$, enough to increase lending all the way to $L'_2$. Thus, when deposit demand is highly interest-sensitive, the critics of the lending view are correct—banks’ willingness to fund loans from securities and large CDs reduces the impact of monetary policy on bank lending.

Consider next the impact of the same policy change when deposit demand is interest-insensitive (bottom panel). The increase in transactions deposits shifts the perfectly inelastic supply curve, $S^i$, outward by the same amount as in the top panel, leading to the same increase in lending as before. But because the open-market rate falls sharply when deposit demand is interest-insensitive, the perfectly elastic supply curve, $S^e$, now shifts down by a much greater amount. As a result, the easier policy causes lending to increase even more in the perfectly elastic case than the perfectly inelastic case—that is, $L'_2$ now exceeds $L'_1$ instead of falling short of $L'_1$. Thus, when deposit demand is interest-insensitive, banks’ willingness to fund loans from securities and large CDs increases the impact of monetary policy on bank lending, the opposite of what the critics claim.
Figure 5
Effect of Easier Monetary Policy on Lending

[Diagram showing the effect of an easier monetary policy on lending, with the loan rate on the vertical axis and lending on the horizontal axis. Two graphs are shown, one for interest-sensitive deposit demand and one for interest-insensitive deposit demand.]
Interest sensitivity of loan demand

The reason interest-insensitive deposit demand leads to a large indirect effect in the perfectly elastic case is that increases in reserves cause large decreases in the open-market rate. Even if the decrease in the open-market rate is not large, however, the indirect effect can be large if small decreases in the open-market rate lead to large changes in lending. This will be the case if bank borrowers’ demand for credit is relatively sensitive to the cost of borrowing.

In the top panel of Figure 5, for example, suppose the loan demand curve D becomes flatter, rotating counterclockwise around point A. The outward shift in the perfectly inelastic loan supply curve from $S_1^f$ to $S_1^f$ will lead to the same increase in lending as before. However, the downward shift in the perfectly elastic curve from $S_1^f$ to $S_1^f$ will now cause a bigger increase in lending than before. If the loan demand curve becomes flat enough, lending will increase more in the perfectly elastic case than in the perfectly inelastic case—that is, $L_3^f$ will exceed $L_3^f$, just as it does in the bottom panel of Figure 5. Thus, if loan demand is relatively interest-sensitive, bank security holdings and CD issuance can increase the effectiveness of monetary policy.14

CONCLUSIONS

According to the lending view, monetary policy works by increasing the supply of deposits to banks and thereby stimulating bank lending. Critics of this view sometimes argue that the willingness of banks to fund loans by selling securities or issuing large CDs insulates bank lending from changes in deposits, blocking the lending channel. It would be wrong to conclude, however, that monetary policy is less effective. Monetary policy not only affects bank lending directly, by changing deposits, but also indirectly, by changing the return on securities and the cost of CDs. Although the increased availability of nondeposit sources of funds diminishes the direct effect, it magnifies the indirect effect. If deposit demand is relatively interest-insensitive or loan demand is relatively interest-sensitive, the increase in the indirect effect may outweigh the decrease in the direct effect, rendering monetary policy more effective.

While nondeposit sources of funds can strengthen monetary policy in principle, this article has not proved that monetary policy has been strengthened in practice. In favor of the view that monetary policy has been strengthened, it could be argued that deposit rate deregulation has made deposit rates more flexible, reducing the interest sensitivity of demand for deposits. Based on theory alone, however, it is impossible to say whether deposit demand is now sufficiently interest-insensitive or loan demand sufficiently interest-sensitive for nondeposit sources of funds to strengthen monetary policy. Only direct empirical evidence on the slopes of the two demand curves can resolve the issue.

ENDNOTES

1 A formal model of the liquidity motive for holding securities can be found in Tobin. King finds modest empirical evidence for the liquidity motive, but his study ends in 1979.

2 Strictly speaking, what the vertical axis measures is not the loan rate but the expected rate of return on bank loans—the weighted sum of all possible rates of return to the bank, with each possible return weighted by its probability of occurrence. The expected rate of return on bank loans can increase not only through higher loan rates but through stricter nonprice terms that reduce the risk of default. Whenever the term “loan rate” is used below, the reader should understand this to be shorthand for the expected rate of return on bank loans.

3 Suppose, for example, that a bank’s funds consist entirely of transactions deposits and that the reserve requirement on transactions deposits is 10 percent. Suppose also that
the bank has some chance of losing half its deposits but no chance of losing more than that. Then the bank can keep its risk of illiquidity equal to zero by holding 10 percent of its deposits in the form of required reserves, 45 percent in the form of liquid securities, and 45 percent in the form of illiquid loans.

4 Note also that if the source of nondeposit funds is large CDs, a perfectly elastic supply curve requires that the expected rate of return demanded by investors on a bank’s CDs not go up as the bank increases its lending.

5 As discussed at length below, changes in the supply of reserves generally lead to changes in open-market rates as well as changes in deposits, unless the public’s demand for deposits is perfectly interest-elastic. The correct way to interpret Figure 2 is as a “thought experiment” to isolate the effect of changes in deposits from the effect of changes in open-market rates.

6 The most widely cited criticism along these lines is Romer and Romer. While disputing that the loan supply curve has become highly elastic, many proponents of the lending view appear to agree that this change would diminish the lending channel (Bernanke; Bernanke and Blinder). For further discussion of the controversy, see the surveys by Gertler and Gilchrist and by Morgan.

7 The only purpose of this assumption is to simplify the diagram. As shown in Keeton, the basic results require only that an equal increase in the loan rate and open-market rate reduce loan demand by decreasing borrowers’ desired spending.

8 Figure 4 assumes for convenience that banks hold no excess reserves. In this case, the supply of transactions deposits equals the supply of reserves divided by the required reserve ratio.

9 Suppose, for example, that banks require a fixed spread between the loan rate and the open-market rate to cover the costs of making loans; that the cost of servicing each dollar of transactions deposits is c; and that the required reserve ratio is k. Then, with perfect competition in the deposit market, the deposit rate will equal \((1-k)r - c\), where r is the open-market rate. Of course, market imperfections or deposit rate ceilings could prevent the deposit rate from adjusting to the perfectly competitive level.

10 As in Figure 3, bank borrowers are assumed to have no access to the open market, so that the demand curve is independent of the open-market rate. See footnote 7.

11 Suppose, for example, that banks require a fixed spread between the loan rate and the open-market rate to be willing to lend. Then the curve \(9^\circ\) will shift down by the same amount that the open-market rate falls in Figure 4, \(r_1\rightarrow r_2\).

12 For example, if banks require a fixed spread between the loan rate and the open-market rate, the curve will shift down by the amount \(r_1\rightarrow r_2\) shown in Figure 4.

13 The discussion has ignored two complications. The first is that the impact of an increase in reserves on economic activity depends not only on the change in bank lending but also on the change in open-market rates, since the latter influence spending by open-market borrowers. Taking this factor into account does not change the conclusions, however. The more the loan rate falls when policy is eased, the more the deposit rate will tend to fall and thus the more the open-market rate must fall for the public to hold the higher volume of transactions deposits. Thus, if the easier policy causes a bigger increase in lending and decrease in the loan rate in the perfectly elastic case than the perfectly inelastic case, it must also cause a bigger decrease in the open-market rate in the perfectly elastic case.

The second complication is that Figure 5 shows the effect of easier policy on bank lending at the initial level of GDP. If deposit demand rises significantly more than loan demand as GDP rises, the possibility cannot be ruled out that lending will end up increasing less in the perfectly elastic case than the perfectly inelastic case, even if lending initially increases more in the perfectly elastic case. However, the point remains that a perfectly elastic loan supply can strengthen monetary policy if deposit demand is sufficiently interest-insensitive. See Keeton for further details.

14 Recall that Figure 5 assumes bank borrowers have no access to the open market, so that loan demand is independent of the open-market rate. Under the more realistic assumption that loan demand depends on both the loan rate and the open-market rate, the condition for monetary policy to be more effective is that loan demand declines a large amount when the loan rate and open-market rate go up by equal amounts.
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The Changing U.S. Pork Industry:
A Dilemma for Public Policy

By Alan Barkema and Michael L. Cook

The shape of the U.S. pork industry is changing dramatically, as pork production shifts into the hands of fewer, larger farmers with closer ties to processors and consumers. The changing shape of the pork industry, the nation’s second largest meat industry, points to the loss of thousands of small hog farms in the United States. The threat to traditional ways of farming has triggered a public policy debate in Iowa, Kansas, and other leading hog producing states.

Primarily responsible for the changes underway in the U.S. pork industry are today’s discriminating consumers. Their more sophisticated tastes challenge the industry to pack improved nutrition into more convenient products. The industry is responding with an arsenal of new technologies. And to keep high-tech pork products on target for today’s palates, the industry is abandoning its traditional way of moving pork from the producer’s lot to the dinner table.

This article considers the changes underway in the U.S. pork industry today and what they suggest in the years ahead. The first section reviews the structural changes currently taking place in the industry. The second section describes the causes underlying this structural evolution. The third section considers the industry’s future structure. The final section contemplates the dilemma the changing pork industry poses for public policy.

The article concludes that the wave of structural change in the pork industry will continue, resulting in a more integrated industry of fewer, larger farms with closer market ties to pork processors. The industry’s emerging structure, however, poses a dilemma for public policy, which must balance the loss of traditional small farms against the economic benefits to consumers of higher quality, lower cost products.

HOW IS THE U.S. PORK INDUSTRY CHANGING?

A wave of concentration and integration is sweeping the U.S. pork industry. Pork production is concentrating in the hands of fewer, larger producers and processors. Meanwhile, hog farmers and pork processors are developing closer ties, forming a more integrated industry from the hog farm to the supermarket.

Alan Barkema is a senior economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Michael L. Cook is the Robert D. Partridge Endowed Professor of Cooperative Leadership at the University of Missouri—Columbia. Corey Waldinger, a research associate at the bank, helped prepare the article.
A more concentrated industry

In the past, hundreds of thousands of small, independent hog farms were the heart of the U.S. pork industry. Most small hog farms mixed hog production with a wide menu of other farm enterprises, especially the production of corn and soybeans, the main ingredients in hog feed. In the traditional production sequence, hog farmers purchased breeding stock from hundreds of small, independent producers and raised their offspring from birth to market weight on home-grown grains. The genetic makeup of hog herds varied widely from farm to farm, and a wide range of feeding and management systems boosted the variation in the nation’s hog herd even more.

Today, the pork industry has a new makeup. The number of hog farms in the United States has plummeted, as the industry consolidates on fewer, larger, more specialized hog farms. During the past two decades, the number of hog farms has dropped from nearly 900,000 to only 250,000.1 Despite that drop, the total volume of pork production has increased, underscoring the industry’s consolidation on larger farms (Chart 1).2

The trend toward bigger hog farms has accelerated in the 1990s, as the latest production technologies have transformed the traditional hog shed into a specialized pork factory. Today, some modern hog farms produce and market more than half a million hogs a year. Multinational companies offer improved breeding stock with the most advanced genetics that enable pigs to grow faster and produce leaner pork with less feed. Climate-controlled buildings ensure top production regardless of weather. Computerized information systems enable well-trained managers to monitor herd performance and health. Diseases are kept in check with a steadily improving collection of health products, some of which are the creations of the latest advances in biotechnology. These specialized hog farms produce pigs that are nearly identical in size, shape, and quality—in sharp contrast to the variation found across the dwindling ranks of smaller farms. Thus, consumers are provided pork products of more consistent quality.

A more integrated industry

A change in marketing arrangements between hog farmers and pork processors has accompanied the industry’s shift to fewer, larger farms. An increasing portion of the nation’s hogs are produced under contract with pork processors or are owned outright by the processors, a system called vertical integration. As a result, marketing linkages between producers and processors are tighter. From 1980 to 1990, the percentage of the nation’s hog production under contract or vertical integration doubled to about 10 percent (Manchester). Other data show that up to 16 percent of the nation’s hogs were produced under contract or vertical integration in 1991 (Rhodes and Grimes). Thus, the trend toward a more integrated pork industry appears to be accelerating.

In the traditional marketing system—called “open production”—farmers sell market-weight hogs to the highest bidder among local hog processing companies or their agents.3 Hogs arriving at market vary widely in size, shape, and quality characteristics. But the variation in the hogs makes relatively little difference in the price farmers receive because quality grades are broadly defined. In effect, farmers are generally paid for the total live weight of the hogs sent to market, even though quality varies widely.

Prior contractual arrangements between hog farmers and processors are rapidly taking the place of open production in the pork industry. In a typical contractual arrangement, the farmer is paid a flat fee, plus various performance incentives, to feed young pigs to market weight. The farmer provides land, labor, buildings, and equipment, while the contractor provides the young pigs, feed, veterinary supplies, and management advice. Thus, the contractor assumes much more control—and the farmer assumes less control—over
the production process than in traditional open production.

Alternatively, some pork processors now rely on vertical integration to raise their own hogs. The key distinction between vertical integration and contracting is that even more control over the production process is transferred to the processor. Under vertical integration, hog farmers relinquish their independence and simply become employees of the integrated pork firm.

The shift toward a more integrated industry works hand-in-hand with the trend toward fewer and larger hog farms, much to the consternation of smaller producers. Processors who contract with farmers would prefer to manage a few contracts with large producers rather than many contracts with small producers. Integrated pork processing firms are likely to produce enough hogs to account for a significant portion of their processing capacity. Thus, the trend toward a more concentrated, integrated pork industry has raised concerns that the nation’s smaller, independent pork producers could lose access to markets and eventually be crowded out of the industry by much larger, integrated producers.

**WHAT IS DRIVING THE PORK INDUSTRY TOWARD MORE CONCENTRATION AND INTEGRATION?**

Three closely related factors appear to be driving the pork industry toward a more compact market structure. First, consumers have become
more discriminating, requiring the pork industry
to design its products more carefully. Second, new
technology is overhauling the pork industry, giv-
ing it the means to tailor its products for the
consumer’s more discriminating palate. Third, a
more compact market structure has improved the
flow of information between consumers and pro-
ducers, ensuring that pork products are designed
with consumer tastes in mind.

**A more discriminating consumer**

Consumers have become more discriminating
buyers of pork and other food products. Faster
paced lifestyles and new concerns about nutrition
are dictating changes in American eating habits.

Pork consumption has been nearly flat for the
past three decades, while poultry consumption has
surged and beef consumption has fallen (Chart 2).
The shift to poultry is partly explained by a sharp
drop in the price of poultry products. The real price of
poultry products has fallen more than a fourth during
the past two decades, while beef and pork prices
have been nearly flat (Chart 3). But another cause
of the consumer’s shift to poultry from red meat is
the consumer’s new penchant for convenience and
healthier eating (Barkema and Drabenstott).

In the past, consumers were willing to do the
lion’s share of meal preparation themselves, pur-
chasing relatively unprocessed food products at
neighborhood grocery stores and butcher shops
and transforming them into meals in their own
kitchens. Modern consumers spend less time in the
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kitchen, however, aiming to spend no more than 20 to 30 minutes preparing an average meal (Office of Technology Assessment). Strong demographic trends have shortened the consumer's tolerance for preparing meals. The proportion of women aged 25 to 54 in the work force has climbed steadily during the past two decades to about three-fourths, boosting sharply the number of single-individual and dual-income households. Both types of households are believed to spend less time preparing meals than traditional single-earner families. Thus, today's consumers are increasingly shopping for conveniently prepared food products that fit faster-paced lifestyles.4

Another key element in the consumer's more discriminating demand for food is an increased concern about nutrition. Consumers increasingly believe they are what they eat. Consumers are especially intent on reducing saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium in the diet, perhaps in response to the health recommendations of groups like the American Heart Association (AHA).5 Concerns about heart disease and cancer have pushed up consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables and pushed down consumption of foods perceived to be fat-rich, like whole milk and red meat (Barkema and others 1991).

In sum, consumers are challenging the pork industry—and other segments of the food system—to tailor food products for more precisely defined market niches. To find success in today's food market, pork products must be conveniently prepared, while cutting back on saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, and calories.6 The poultry indus-
try remains the leader in the race to win consumer favor with a wide range of new products that promise both convenient preparation and healthy eating. But recent marketing efforts by the pork industry, such as its "other white meat" campaign, appear to be gaining ground. The bottom line for the pork industry is that it must satisfy more discriminating tastes at competitive prices if its products are to win consumer acceptance at the supermarket.

A more capable producer

A happy coincidence for the pork industry is that advances in technology have enabled it to tailor its product for the consumer's increasingly discriminating palate. The product engineering process now begins on the hog farm itself, where the industry uses the latest technology to design hogs that produce the leaner pork consumers want. New measuring devices enable swine breeders to select the leanest, most productive animals. Then new reproductive technologies are used to rapidly multiply superior types of animals. Sophisticated computer software tracks and analyzes the performance of entire breeding herds. Thus, the industry is achieving much more rapid improvement in the industry's overall genetic pool. The result is leaner, faster growing, more efficient pigs than the old-fashioned animals of just a decade or two ago.

Meanwhile, advances in nutrition provide carefully formulated diets that enable the new super pigs to grow lean and fast with a minimum production of fat. One of the newest advances in swine nutrition is the development of the swine growth hormone pST, porcine somatotropin. A product of the latest biotechnology, pST promises to boost daily weight gains 10 to 20 percent, boost feed efficiency 15 to 35 percent, and cut fat by 50 to 80 percent. Thus, pST promises another quantum leap in the industry's ability to produce the leaner pork products that today's consumers demand.

New market channels

The pork industry has long relied on price signals from commodity markets to guide pork products from farm to grocery. Price signals link consumers to retailers, retailers to wholesalers, wholesalers to processors, and processors to hog farmers. But consumer preferences are becoming more specific than traditional price signals can handle.

Commodity price signals transmit general information well, but they are too fuzzy to transmit the more detailed information required in the modern pork market. For example, the traditional pricing system in the pork industry classifies market-ready hogs into only four quality grades, based on a visual examination of hog carcasses and the expected yield of lean meat. The grades were established decades ago to reward hog farmers for producing leaner hogs. But modern consumers want pork that is even leaner than the leanest of the old grades. Thus, the old grades provide little incentive for hog farmers to produce the kind of pork that today's consumers want.

Thus, new channels of communication are developing to ensure that pork products are properly engineered to meet the modern consumer's tighter specifications. Production contracts and vertical integration are especially effective ways to transmit the consumer's more demanding product specifications to hog farmers. Processors replace fuzzy price signals with crystal-clear contract provisions that specify the genetics, feeding program, and management system to be used on hog farms. Likewise, processors who integrate directly into hog production replace the traditional pricing system with the internal administrative commands of a single firm. Thus, both contracting and vertical integration in the pork industry tighten marketing linkages, ensuring that pork products remain on target for smaller consumer niches.

A sketch of the food system helps illustrate the change in market channels between producers and consumers in the new pork market. In the tradi-
tional food system, pork and other bulk farm commodities flowed into the processing sector through traditional commodity markets (Figure 1). The commodity hopper was wide because quality standards were wide. Consumers accepted pork products with broad quality characteristics and then transformed them into meals in their own kitchens.

In the new food system, pork and other farm products flow into the processing sector through narrower market channels (Figure 2). The channels are narrower—that is, the diameter of the hoppers is smaller—because the consumers' food specifications are more detailed. Pork products must meet more stringent standards, because today's consumers are willing to spend less time in the kitchen transforming them into the foods they want. Targeting processed foods for smaller consumer hoppers requires that farm products be targeted for smaller processing hoppers. Thus, the early steps of product development in the new pork market begin on the farm, rather than in the processing plant. For example, the pork industry is learning to trim fat with advances in genetics and nutrition on the hog farm, rather than with knives and cleavers in the butcher shop.

**WHAT IS AHEAD FOR THE PORK INDUSTRY?**

The U.S. pork industry is headed toward more consolidation and integration. The industry’s structural realignment promises further erosion in the number of small hog farms as pork production
concentrates in the hands of fewer, larger hog farms with closer ties to pork processors. Powerful economic forces, unleashed by changes in consumer demand and emerging technology, will drive the industry farther down the road toward a more integrated structure. Public policy, however, is geared toward preserving traditional small hog farmers. Thus, the changing pork industry and public policy seem headed for a collision.

Economic factors behind more consolidation and integration

Two key economic factors will drive the U.S. pork industry toward more consolidation and integration in the years ahead: 1) a drive to cut costs by capturing economies of scale, and 2) efforts to control the industry's increasing risks. Cutting production costs by shifting production to more efficient, larger farms will fuel further consolidation in the industry. Meanwhile, a further shift toward contracting and integration will reduce the industry's exposure to key sources of risk in the modern pork market.6

While both contracting and vertical integration are likely to increase in the years ahead, it is not clear which will be most common. Contract production is likely to be the norm for most large hog producers. But in some regions of scarce hog supplies, processors may ensure a steady supply of hogs for processing lines by integrating vertically into hog production. As more of the industry's processing capacity is met with contract
production and processor-fed hogs, access to markets will shrink for independent hog farmers operating outside the umbrella of production contracts.

**Cutting production costs on bigger farms.** A steady stream of new production technologies will lead to further economies of scale in hog farming, spurring the current trend toward fewer, larger farms. Many industry observers believe the widening cost disadvantage of small farms points to a swift decline in the number of hog farms, from about 250,000 today to only 100,000 by the year 2000 (Hurt and others). The erosion in hog farms will be fastest among small farms, which are at the greatest cost disadvantage. As small farms leave the industry, hog production will concentrate further on bigger farms.¹⁰

Technology will drive the shift to fewer, larger hog farms. New production technologies are pushing down production costs on the nation's hog farms. But the industry's cost savings are achieved primarily by capturing economies of scale on big farms, where average production costs fall rapidly as the volume of production rises (Chart 4). For example, average production costs on farms producing 10,000 hogs annually, the largest size tracked by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, are nearly 30 percent lower than costs on small farms producing only 140 hogs a year. The steady, downward slope of the cost curve in Chart 4 suggests that even larger production units—like the new mammoth farms producing half a million or more hogs a year—have an even bigger cost advantage over smaller farms.
The newest technologies coming on stream are likely to push down production costs even more, especially on large farms. Some of the new technologies—like PST—are said to be “size neutral,” indicating they could lower production costs on both small and large farms. But these technologies are likely to be used more effectively on large farms where sophisticated production and management systems are already in place.\footnote{11}

The economies of scale that are driving the industry’s consolidation should improve pork’s competitiveness with other meats—especially budget-priced poultry. The sharp drop in the price of poultry relative to beef and pork in the last two decades boosts its appeal to budget-conscious consumers. To remain competitive at the supermarket, the pork industry must hold down its costs—while simultaneously satisfying more discriminating tastes. Thus, further consolidation in the pork industry will be driven by the consumer’s demand for convenient and nutritious pork products in a highly competitive food market.

Reducing risk with contracting and integration. The pork industry is also driven toward more contracting and integration by its growing business risks. Ever larger capital investments expose the industry to bigger losses in risky markets. But hog producers and pork processors are learning to control market risks with contracting and vertical integration.

The industry’s further consolidation on bigger hog farms is making hog production a much riskier business than before. The highly specialized equipment used on big hog farms has little value in uses other than hog production. These modern pig factories have less flexibility than small farms to cut back production or liquidate assets altogether if hog prices fall or if a market cannot be found for market-ready hogs. Thus, uncertain marketing arrangements expose investors in modern hog farms to large losses.\footnote{12}

Uncertain marketing arrangements expose pork processors to similar risks. Operating costs in modern processing plants rise sharply if processing lines are not operated at optimal speed. Thus, processors are exposed to large losses if a steady supply of market-ready hogs is unavailable. Moreover, pork processors must also ensure that the hogs entering their plants are of top quality. Otherwise they run the risk that the pork products they manufacture will be rejected by today’s more demanding consumers.\footnote{13}

Ensuring a steady supply of top-quality hogs for modern processing plants is likely to be of increasing importance to processors as pork production consolidates on fewer farms. Processors will have fewer sources of hogs, increasing the importance of continuing marketing relationships with large producers. Thus, the cost-driven consolidation in hog production will work hand-in-hand with the supply risks faced by processors to drive the industry toward a more integrated market structure.

Contracts between hog producers and pork processors are one way of reducing the risk of loss on large investments in specialized assets for both parties. Producers are ensured access to a market for their hogs at a guaranteed price, and processors are ensured a steady supply of hogs to keep processing lines running at optimal speed. Similarly, producers can expect compensation for hogs of exceptional quality—which the traditional pricing system might ignore—and processors can expect that hogs entering their plants will meet the more stringent quality specifications dictated by more demanding consumers.

Vertical integration goes a step farther than contracting in reducing the market risks associated with investments in specialized hog production and processing facilities. By locking together hog farms and processing plants under common management, the integrated firm can ensure a steady supply of high-quality hogs into its processing plants. As a result, production and processing facilities are used at optimum capacity, cutting the risk of loss on big capital investments.\footnote{14}

The trade-off for cutting marketing risks with contracting and vertical integration, however, is higher management costs. For example, proces-
sors who skirt traditional markets and contract directly with hog farmers face the cost of negotiating and managing numerous production contracts. Likewise, the vertically integrated pork firm faces the bigger burden of managing both hog production and pork processing instead of one or the other. But overall, an accelerating trend toward more contracting and integration in the U.S. pork industry suggests the economic advantages of contracting and integration outweigh any increase in management costs.

THE CLASH BETWEEN PUBLIC POLICY AND THE NEW PORK INDUSTRY

The continued structural realignment of the pork industry portends a new public policy challenge for rural America. Many rural communities will face a decline in local economic activity as the number of small, independent hog farmers erodes. But new, large-scale hog farms will boost economic activity in some other communities. The structural shift in the pork industry, therefore, promises the further concentration of rural economic activity in fewer pockets. Thus, policymakers are challenged to balance the impact of the industry’s structural change on rural America with the economic benefits consumers derive from a more efficient industry that delivers higher quality products at lower cost.

Consumers have much to gain from the changes taking place in the pork industry. With stiff competition in the overall food market, the pork industry will pass along to consumers its new efficiency gains in the form of higher product quality and lower prices. Pork products compete directly with other protein foods including beef, poultry, fish, and even new products made from soybeans and other sources of vegetable protein. Thus, the risk is slim that a more concentrated pork industry could exercise monopoly power, which could constrain pork supplies and drive up prices for consumers.

While the structural evolution underway in the pork industry promises significant gains for consumers, it also promises to concentrate a significant source of rural economic activity in fewer pockets. Many rural communities will watch local economic activity dwindle as the number of small hog farmers erodes further. But large-scale production facilities will be a boon to economic activity in some other communities. Thus, the structural shift in the pork industry promises to create a new patchwork of a few rural winners and many losers.

Most public policy concerning farmers is made in Washington, D.C. Price supports for farm commodities, subsidies for farm exports, and other measures designed to boost farm incomes are legislated at the federal level. But the impact on farmers of a more compact pork industry is being debated in state capitals across the farm belt.

Public policy is generally designed to protect the interests of traditional small farmers. As the changing pork industry threatens the livelihood of smaller farmers, it is falling out of step with a host of public rules and regulations. Some of these rules restrict corporate farming in general, others restrict or regulate contracting and vertical integration in livestock production in particular, and still others seek to minimize the impact of concentrated livestock production on the rural environment. Thus, tension is building between public policy designed to protect the traditional pork industry and the new pork industry that is rapidly taking its place.

Pork production in the Tenth District. The tension between tradition-bound policy and a rapidly evolving pork industry is now evident in the Tenth Federal Reserve District. Pork production in the district has always taken a back seat to its northern neighbors in the Corn Belt, where pork production reigns supreme. But restrictions on the industry elsewhere are pushing pork production into parts of the district where it has seldom been seen.

Pork production has traditionally been an important part of agriculture in three district states,
Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska. Nebraska ranks among the top five hog producing states in the nation, and Missouri and Kansas rank among the top ten. These three states account for the lion's share of pork production in the district and about a seventh of pork production in the nation.

But now pork production is beginning to migrate into other district states—Colorado, Oklahoma, and Wyoming—where the industry was almost nonexistent before. The share of the nation's pork production in these district states is still tiny, but a number of large pork firms, including Seaboard Corporation, DeKalb Swine, Cimarron Pork, Tyson, Pig Improvement Company, and National Farms, have recently chosen these nontraditional states for expansion.

Restrictions on the pork industry's activities in some traditional hog states are guiding the industry into these new production regions. For example, nine midwestern states (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin), including six of the top ten pork producing states, have enacted some form of corporate farming law. The provisions of these laws vary widely, but generally they place restrictions on the farming or land holding activities of large, publicly traded corporations.¹⁷

A recent legislative battle in Iowa—by far the nation's leading hog producing state—and another currently raging in Kansas highlight the policy debate triggered by the pork industry's structural change. Since 1975, Iowa has prohibited processors from contract feeding of hogs. But in 1988, the state passed an exemption to the law that allows cooperatives who own processing facilities to engage in contract hog production with their members. Last year after an intensive debate, an attempt to repeal or add restrictions to the cooperatives' exemption was unsuccessful.¹⁸ Similarly, a 1988 Kansas law prohibits processors from contract feeding of hogs or from owning hogs directly. But a proposal to ease the law's restrictions is a topic of intense debate in the current session of the Kansas legislature.

Meanwhile, the pork industry is skirting the policy debate by moving into new production regions in nontraditional district states. The industry's geographic shift suggests the dividends paid by a new industry structure outweigh the possible drawbacks from moving into uncharted territory. How much of the industry the district gains will depend at least in part on the outcome of the public policy debate. Some states may attempt to preserve the pork industry's traditional structure, only to see the industry migrate to states where the regulatory environment is more accepting of its new structure. Overall, the Tenth District could capture a bigger share of the nation's pork industry, if the industry continues its shift into new production areas.

SUMMARY

The structural realignment underway in the U.S. pork industry will ultimately result in fewer, larger hog farms with closer marketing ties to pork processors and consumers. The industry's new structure promises consumers higher quality pork products at lower cost. But the industry's structural shift will also create winners and losers among traditional hog farms and rural communities, opening a public policy dilemma. Hog farms with a big enough scale of operations and the technical know-how to meet rigorous product requirements will thrive in the new pork market. Many smaller farms will be crowded out. Economic activity will rise in some rural communities and fall in others, as the industry concentrates in fewer pockets. Thus, a clear challenge emerges for public policy. Policymakers must balance the costs of a changing pork industry in rural America with the benefits to consumers of a more efficient industry that promises higher quality products at lower cost.
APPENDIX

HOW DOES THE MARKETING SCHEME AFFECT INDUSTRY COSTS?

The shift toward contracting and vertical integration in the U.S. pork market points to a key question: Under what conditions are these marketing arrangements favored over the traditional system of open production? Coase suggests that the fundamental reason for performing a variety of tasks in a single firm is that entrepreneurs find it cheaper to manage those tasks or services internally than to purchase some or all of them from others.¹⁹

The infant industry

Stigler’s description of the industry life cycle is a good starting point for considering how the choice of a marketing structure can affect firm costs. In Stigler’s view, the firm is an agglomeration of various processes, such as purchasing inputs, transforming inputs to outputs, and marketing final products. Panel A of Figure A1 depicts the cost structure for a pioneering firm (Firm 1) in a new or infant industry. The firm performs two functions or processes, process A and process B, described by average cost curves $AC_A$ and $AC_B$, which sum to the firm’s average total costs $AC_F$. The firm has no choice but to manage processes A and B internally, because the firm is virtually the only firm in the new industry.

As the industry grows, however, additional firms enter and the industrywide volume of both process A and process B increases. Eventually, industry volume is large enough to support a firm (Firm 2) which specializes in process B, exploiting economies of scale unavailable to the original pioneering firm. Thus, Firm 1 can lower its total production costs by relying on Firm 2 for process B, which it can buy at a price lower than its own production costs regardless of volume (Panel B, Figure A1). This simple example suggests open production should become more common and vertical integration less common as a new industry grows, a trend which is opposite that occurring in the U.S. pork industry.

Adding transaction costs

The discussion so far has focused on production costs and ignored transaction costs, the costs of managing marketing relationships, which can change the picture markedly. Williamson’s extensive work (1979, 1986) in the area has extended and refined Coase’s original argument, attributing the choice of a marketing structure to the firm’s cost minimizing decision. Williamson suggests that firms weigh the effects of different marketing schemes on production and transaction costs, with an eye to minimizing their sum.

A few minor adjustments to the sketch of Stigler’s growing infant industry illustrate Williamson’s ideas. Panel A of Figure A2 again shows the cost structure of the original pioneering firm (Firm 1) after its decision to rely on Firm 2 for process B. But Figure A2 also accounts for Firm 1’s transaction costs ($AC_T$)—the costs of managing its relationship with Firm 2.

Figure A2 also provides a useful framework for understanding the structural change underway in the U.S. pork industry by assuming that Firm 1 is a pork processor and Firm 2 is a hog producer. The pork processor’s transactions costs might reflect both the cost of searching the countryside for a large enough supply of hogs to keep its processing lines running and the risk that market-weight hogs could be in short supply or of inferior quality. The addi-
Figure A1

Growth of the Infant Industry

Lower marketing risks could embolden the vertically integrated pork processor to make large investments in hog production, driving down production costs by capturing economies of scale. The processor would probably have to add additional staff to manage the firm’s new hog production activities. But the unit cost of the larger management load ($AC_r$) would probably decline as hog production volume rose. Thus, the hog processor could find that transaction costs are smaller under vertical integration than under open production, when production volume is large enough to support the bigger management burden. As a result, at large production volumes, vertical integration enables the processor to maintain low production costs (the sum of $AC_A$ and $AC_B$), reduce transaction costs ($AC_T$), and thereby reduce total costs $AC_F$.

tion of these transaction costs significantly pushes up the pork processor’s total average costs ($AC_f$).

As an alternative to using the traditional marketplace, the pork processor and the hog producer may consider a contractual agreement, or the processor may integrate directly into hog production (Panel B, Figure A2). The production contract guarantees the hog producer a ready market at a sure price. And both contracting and integration ensure the processor a steady supply of top-quality hogs to keep processing lines running at optimal speed. Thus, market risks are reduced for both producer and processor. In the absence of contracting or vertical integration, on the other hand, market uncertainties could constrain both the producer and the processor from making large fixed investments in their businesses.
Figure A2

Growth of the Infant Industry with Transactions Costs

ENDNOTES

1 In 1992, less than a third of the nation's hogs were found in small farm herds of fewer than 500 hogs; in 1970, roughly half the nation's hogs resided in such small herds.

2 A trend toward more concentration is also evident in pork processing, although not as pronounced as in pork production. In 1992, the largest four pork slaughter firms accounted for about 42 percent of the nation's pork slaughter, up from 32 percent in 1972 (Hayenga and Kimle).

3 This classification scheme for different kinds of market structure is drawn from Mihell and Jones. See the appendix to this article for a more complete discussion of market structure.

4 According to Senaur and others (p. 310), "The history of food and agriculture is a story of gradually shifting roles. First food production, then processing, and now, increasingly, food preparation have shifted out of the household."

5 The AHA advises consumers to limit total intake of meat, seafood, and poultry to no more than 6 ounces per day, use chicken or turkey (without the skin) or fish in most main meals, and to substitute meatless main dishes for regular entrees (American Heart Association 1985).

6 Senaur and others (p. 311) summarize the basic nature of food demand stating, "Over time, the fundamental human concerns regarding food remain largely unchanged. People desire a food supply that is reliable and affordable, furnishes the nourishment to sustain life and health, and provides satisfaction and pleasure when consumed."

7 While pST promises significant gains in pork quality and production efficiency, the jury is still out on its commercial use. The hormone is currently under review by the
Food and Drug Administration. Consumer acceptance of pork produced with pST is another important question. But survey data suggest consumers' desire to reduce fat outweighs consumers' concerns about any adverse impact of pST on food safety (U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment).

Another way of describing the fragmentation of the pork market and other segments of the U.S. food market into smaller "hoppers" is to say that the number of unique transactions has increased. The characteristics and frequency of market transactions are key factors determining how markets are structured. See the appendix for a more detailed discussion of factors affecting market structure.

See the appendix for a more complete discussion of the role of economies of scale and risk in determining the structure of the pork industry.

In 1992, for example, less than 5 percent of the nation's hog farms held inventories of more than 1,000 head, the biggest size tracked by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. But those relatively few large farms accounted for nearly half of the nation's hog inventory.

One recent study showed that pST could boost average net income per sow by $110 to $134 a year, with the biggest gain attained on the biggest farm in the study. Total net income increased about $80,000 a year when pST was adopted on the biggest farm, compared with an increase of only $8,000 a year on the smallest farm. Thus, pST is likely to widen the economic advantage of big farms over little farms (Office of Technology Assessment).

A relatively high capital-labor ratio points to the critical role of large investments in specialized technology on big hog farms. Average production expenses on the 10,000-head farms shown in Chart 3 are lower than on the 140-head farms in every expense category. But the biggest difference is in labor expense, which is nearly two-thirds less on the big farms than on the small farms. As a result, the capital-labor ratio on the larger farms averages more than half again as large as on the small farms.

To the authors' knowledge no data on the operating costs of pork processing plants are available. However, most industry observers believe that the shape of cost curves in pork processing plants would be similar to that of beef processing plants. See Barkema and Drabenstott for a more thorough discussion of operating costs in beef processing plants.

Cost reductions gained by locking together previously separate functions like hog production and pork processing are usually called economies of scope.

One Iowa study, for example, notes that the production of 40,000 hogs adds more than $3 million to the value of the state's home-grown grains and boosts economic activity in nearby communities by more than $6 million (Kliebenstein and Ryan).

The Tenth Federal Reserve District includes all or part of the states of Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Wyoming.

Some corporate farming laws can also be interpreted as prohibiting the contract production of livestock "either as 'indirectly' engaging in farming or as the control of agricultural land" (Hamilton and Andrews, p. 2).

The Iowa Senate passed a bill that would have required cooperatives to receive the approval of 60 percent of its membership before it could engage in contract feeding of hogs. But the bill was amended in the Iowa House to establish a committee to study the issue further (Hamilton and Andrews).

Coase succinctly states the issue, "It is surely important to enquire why co-ordination is the work of the price mechanism in one case and of the entrepreneur in another" (p. 335).
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Are There Too Many Governments in the Tenth District?

By Glenn H. Miller, Jr.

Many taxpayers in the Tenth District and elsewhere have become concerned about their state and local government tax burdens. Yet, few citizens are willing to accept fewer public services to ease their tax burdens. As a result, keeping the lid on public spending requires that state and local governments provide services more efficiently.

It is believed by many taxpayers that excessive spending and taxation by the state and local government sector are due to too many governments. They urge consolidation, aimed at eliminating duplication of effort, as the best means to increase efficiency. One way consolidation might be achieved is by centralizing the state-local sector, that is, by providing services from the state house rather than from courthouses and city halls. Another way consolidation might be achieved is by merging units of local government. But making governments bigger through consolidation does not necessarily make government more efficient or the public sector smaller. Indeed, some researchers suggest just the opposite—that a greater number of governments in a certain area will reduce the overall size of the public sector in that area.

Consolidation of governments is a live issue in the Tenth District, where local governments are abundant and state and local taxes are rising. In Kansas, for example, a legislative committee was charged in 1991 with studying whether efficiency could be improved and taxloads reduced by combining some of the state’s 3,800 local governments. The state’s economic development agency argued for consolidation, but the Kansas Association of Counties denied that making governmental units bigger would make the public sector run more efficiently. Resolving this debate, in Kansas and elsewhere, will depend partly on how the consolidation of governments will affect the efficiency and overall size of the public sector.

This article reviews the evidence on the consolidation argument, especially on how the number of governments and the structure of the state-local sector affect the efficiency and size of the public sector. First, the article describes the state-local sector in the Tenth District. Next, the article examines whether the public sector is likely to be larger overall if consolidation is achieved by increasing the state’s share of state-local activity. The article then examines whether consolidating local governments tends to increase their efficiency and reduce the size of government overall—and if so, what types of local government are more likely to gain from consolidation. The article concludes that those interested in controlling tax

Glenn H. Miller, Jr. is a vice president and economic advisor at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Greg Shaffer, a research associate at the bank, helped prepare the article.
burdens must look beyond the number of governments and not jump to the conclusion that consolidation inevitably makes government more efficient.

THE STATE-LOCAL SECTOR IN THE TENTH DISTRICT

Kansas is not alone among district states in having a large number of local governments, nor in its interest in consolidating governments to help curb overall state and local government spending. Indeed, the district has a disproportionate share of the nation’s local governments.

Types of local governments

In the Tenth District as elsewhere, local governments can be divided into two types of jurisdictions—general purpose governments and limited purpose governments. General purpose governments comprise counties, municipalities, and townships. Limited purpose governments comprise independent school districts and special districts, such as fire protection or water supply districts.

General purpose governments perform an array of functions. They build and maintain streets, highways, parks, and recreation areas. They also provide health and hospital services, social services, and police and fire protection. And they administer these and other activities. About 40 percent of all local governments in the district are general purpose governments, compared with 47 percent nationwide.

Limited purpose governments perform specific functions, such as providing fire protection or operating public schools. Most limited purpose governments perform only a single function, though a few provide several types of services. About 20 percent of all local governments in the district are independent school districts, compared with 18 percent nationwide. About 40 percent are special district governments, compared with 35 percent nationwide.

Number of local governments

Tenth District states have a total of 14,254 local governments, or about 17 percent of all local governments in the nation. In comparison, the district has only about 7 percent of the nation’s population. Three district states—Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri—rank among the ten states with the most local governments. Oklahoma and Colorado rank among the top 20. The number of local governments in district states ranges from 3,803 in Kansas to 331 in New Mexico (Table 1).

Despite the large number of local governments in the district, the trend since World War II has been toward fewer local governments. From the early 1950s to the late 1980s the number of governments in the district fell almost by half. The number of general purpose governments fell only modestly during this period, as a growing number of municipal governments more than offset a falling number of townships. Most of the huge drop in the number of local governments came from a decline in limited purpose governments. While the number of special districts doubled, that increase was swamped by an 85 percent fall in the number of school districts, as district states joined in the national wave of school district consolidation and reorganization that swept the country in the 1950s and 1960s.

Some district states have both a large number and a relatively high density of local governments. For example, Kansas and Nebraska have substantially more governments per county than the national average (Table 2). But the average number of local governments per county is lower than the national average in four other district states—considerably lower in New Mexico. Other measures of local government density, such as the
Table 1

Number of Local Governments by Type
Tenth District states, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>Municipal</th>
<th>Township</th>
<th>School district</th>
<th>Special district</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>83,186</td>
<td>3,042</td>
<td>19,200</td>
<td>16,691</td>
<td>14,721</td>
<td>29,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1,594</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>3,803</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>1,360</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>3,148</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>1,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>3,152</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>1,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>1,802</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth District</td>
<td>14,254</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>3,141</td>
<td>2,139</td>
<td>2,797</td>
<td>5,668</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.

number of governments in relation to land area and population, show a similar pattern. Thus by several measures, Kansas and Nebraska, and to a lesser extent Missouri, have relatively large numbers of local governments, while New Mexico has relatively few local governments.

In a region with such an abundance of governments, district citizens and policymakers naturally wonder if consolidation can offer relief from rising state and local taxes. The answer is not immediately apparent. Just counting governments is not enough to answer questions about whether there are too many governments or whether consolidation would lessen the tax burden. Some economists argue that combining governments increases efficiency in the provision of public services by yielding economies of scale, and that consolidation therefore results in a smaller public sector. Others argue that when a government is the sole supplier of public services, it becomes bloated and inefficient. A smaller public sector results, they say, when many governments compete with one another.

Resolving this debate requires considering two questions: Can centralizing the state-local sector by increasing the state’s share reduce the size of government overall? And can combining local governments into one or more larger jurisdictions reduce the size of government overall?

CENTRALIZING THE STATE-LOCAL SECTOR

Shifting a larger share of total state-local sector activity from courthouses and city halls to the
Table 2

Density of Local Governments
Tenth District states, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square miles per government</th>
<th>Population per government</th>
<th>Governments per county</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2,898</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2,051</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,610</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>4,471</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,834</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1,197</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.

state house is one way of consolidating to gain control of overall spending and taxation. Would such centralizing action increase efficiency and reduce the size of government, as local government activity became a smaller share of the total? Some researchers suggest the answer is probably no.

Fiscal centralization in the state and local sector

Proponents of consolidating more state-local sector activity into state government can point to a nationwide twentieth-century trend in that direction. As state governments expanded into several new services, the state shares both of state and local spending and of total sector revenues increased substantially from 1900 to the middle of the century. From 1902 to 1952, the state share of state and local spending rose from 12 to 35 percent, and state government’s share of revenue rose from 18 to 50 percent. After the 1950s, the trend continued but at a much slower pace. By 1989, the state share of state-local direct general expenditures averaged 40 percent, and the state share of total revenue averaged about 56 percent (Table 3).

Fiscal centralization in the Tenth District differs little on average from centralization nationwide. But district states differ widely among themselves in the centralization of their state-local sectors, ranging from relatively low degrees of centralization in Colorado and Kansas to more highly centralized sectors in Oklahoma and New Mexico.
Table 3  
State Government Share of Total State and Local Revenue and Expenditures  
Tenth District states, 1989

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Revenue *</th>
<th>Expenditures +</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Percent)</td>
<td>(Percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth District</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* General revenue from own sources.  
† Direct general expenditures.  

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Centralization and the size of the public sector

Some economists have brought a market-structure perspective to the question of how the state government's share of total state-local activity affects the overall size of the state and local government sector. Long interested in issues of monopoly and competition in the private sector, they have developed an analogous case in the public sector. They believe that large governments may seek to exploit their citizens through excessive taxation, and that competition among many smaller governments is an effective means to prevent such exploitation (Forbes and Zampelli, Oates 1985). As a leading researcher has put it for the state and local government sector in the United States, "other things equal, those states with a more decentralized fiscal structure should have a smaller state-local sector" (Oates 1985, p. 750).  

Several studies covering all states in the United States support the view that state-local sectors tend to be smaller in states with more decentralized fiscal structures (Giertz 1981, Wallis and Oates, and Oates 1989). That is, the public sector overall is likely to be smaller where the state's share of total state and local government activity is smaller. This finding suggests that more fiscal decentralization of the state-local sector might help hold down the overall size of the public sector and the tax burden.  

Fiscal centralization and the size of the public sector also appear to be positively related in the Tenth District. The size of the public sector can be measured by the ratio of state and local govern-
ment spending to the size of the state economy. Using that measure, the size of the public sector in district states, on average, is not far from the national average (Table 4). But the range from the smallest (Missouri) to the largest (Wyoming and New Mexico) is sizable. In district states as nationwide, the more centralized is the state-local sector, the larger is the public sector in relation to the size of the state’s economy. For example, New Mexico has a relatively centralized state-local sector and also a relatively large public sector. In short, centralization does not appear to be the answer to keeping the lid on public spending.

CONSOLIDATING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

If consolidation by increasing the state’s share of state-local activity is not likely to reduce the size of the public sector, would consolidating local governments be more effective? Discussions of this issue have gone on for decades, generally pitting those favoring increased consolidation against those supporting greater decentralization, or fragmentation, as the proper way to minimize local government expenditure for a given level of public services. The debate on consolidating local governments has been waged all across the nation, and the arguments are highly relevant for the Tenth District with its large number of governments.

Consolidation and economies of scale

Supporters of consolidation claim that having too many local governments causes “inefficiencies leading to less than effective methods of providing services, higher per-unit costs, [and] larger government outlays” (Dolan, p. 30). Consolidation, they point out, permits larger jurisdictions to capture economies of scale that smaller units cannot. Economies of scale exist when the cost per person served for some government activ-

Table 4
Ratio of State and Local Government Spending to Gross State Product, 1989

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spending as a Ratio to GSP *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth District</td>
<td>.143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Direct general expenditures.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census; Bureau of Economic Analysis.

ity falls as the number of persons served rises. Thus, a certain size and concentration of population are necessary for scale economies to be achieved. “Even though each sub-district may have different desired levels of a public service, small scale provision of these services may result in such a high per unit cost that it outweighs the advantages of diversity” (Giertz 1976, p. 202).

Fragmentation and competition

Supporters of more decentralization of local
government believe that a greater number of governments can better tailor services to meet a broader range of public tastes (Giertz 1976). Moreover, they maintain that decentralization of local government enhances efficiency in providing public services. It does so by increasing the choices of governments available, thereby increasing competition between jurisdictions. Competition, in turn, disciplines inefficient jurisdictions through threatened or actual emigration of taxpayers and tax bases.

A key feature of the argument for decentralization, therefore, is the mobility of citizens and other resources among jurisdictions that offer choices between various sets of public services and tax burdens. Households and firms must be able to move fairly easily between jurisdictions if they are to be able to choose the jurisdiction that best fits their tax and public services preferences, and thereby to exert an influence on the cost of government. This condition may be met more readily in areas of high population density, such as metropolitan areas, than in low density rural areas.

Competitive pressures thus lead local governments to provide the preferred services and to provide them efficiently. Such competition is greater the larger is the number of governments in the specific geographic area. And, because the competition between jurisdictions associated with decentralization increases efficiency, the overall size of the local public sector is reduced (Nelson).

The evidence

Is the overall size of the public sector likely to be reduced by consolidating local governments? Or, is the overall size of the public sector likely to be reduced by fragmentation and competition? The weight of the evidence appears to be on the side of the fragmentation position, especially for general purpose governments.

Several studies support the fragmentation hypothesis (Eberts and Gronberg, Nelson, Zax 1989). These studies typically examine virtually all counties nationwide and generally support the conclusion that greater decentralization of local governments is likely to yield a smaller public sector overall.

But these studies also reveal a dichotomy: the relationship between fragmentation and the size of the public sector appears to be different for general purpose governments than for single purpose governments. Increased fragmentation of general purpose local governments is likely to result in a smaller public sector. But increased fragmentation of single purpose governments is associated with a larger public sector. These results arise because of the different effects of fragmentation in different situations. Competition between jurisdictions is a significant factor for general purpose governments. Economies of scale are a significant factor for single purpose governments.

General purpose governments, which have territorial boundaries that prevent them from overlapping with others of the same type, are most likely to have their services shaped by competition. Within an area small enough to minimize changes in residence, job location, and social life, they are typically the jurisdictions among which households and firms choose in selecting their preferred local tax burdens and sets of public services. With enough choice among jurisdictions, citizens and firms can “vote with their feet” so as to influence local governments toward more efficient provision of public services. For these kinds of governments the studies cited here report a clear and strong finding that fragmentation yields a smaller overall public sector, a relationship “consistent with increased efficiency through competition among local governments” (Zax 1989, p. 564).

A single purpose government is ideally suited to take advantage of economies of scale (Zax 1989). Typically the sole provider of just one service over a large area, a single purpose government may overlap one or more other jurisdictions. Decentralization, which implies smaller sized governmental units, could cause the loss of scale
economies. Moreover, a single purpose government is less likely to be competing with other jurisdictions in its area than would a general purpose government. Consequently, a large number of single purpose governments in an area does not necessarily increase the choices available there and thus does not bring competitive pressures to bear on the provision of public services.\textsuperscript{10} Fragmentation among single purpose governments therefore might sacrifice economies of scale without bringing the pressure for greater efficiency that comes from competition between jurisdictions. Public sector size and the number of single-function governments thus might be expected to be positively related (Nelson). The studies cited earlier find that fragmentation among single purpose governments tends to increase the size of the local public sector.\textsuperscript{11}

Not all studies support the fragmentation position. Take, for example, a study of local governments in Illinois (Dolan). This study found a strong positive relationship between fragmentation and increases in the cost of government. That is, the more fragmented were local governments within a specified geographic area, the higher the costs of government were likely to be in that area. Another study, which examined the effects of competition between county governments within metropolitan areas, also concluded that decentralization is positively associated with the size of the public sector (Forbes and Zampelli).\textsuperscript{12} While the evidence from empirical studies is somewhat mixed, the results overall appear to favor fragmentation.

The evidence on the consolidation vs. fragmentation discussion may be summarized as follows. Studies of the local government sector generally support the view that a larger number of local governments in a specific area tends to result in a smaller overall size for the public sector in that area. But the relationship between the number of governments and public sector size appears to be different for general purpose governments than for single purpose governments. Increased fragmentation of general purpose governments results in a smaller public sector, due to the discipline exerted by competition between jurisdictions. But increased fragmentation of single purpose governments results in a larger public sector, due to a loss of those economies of scale for which such governments are well-suited.

\textbf{The Tenth District case}

The research findings just discussed are from studies of the United States as a whole. Do the same kinds of relationships hold for states in the Tenth District? To answer this question, the relationship between the size of the public sector and the number of local governments in district states was studied using regression analysis.\textsuperscript{13} The aim of the analysis was to determine whether fragmentation reduces the size of the public sector in district states.

The results of the regression analysis suggest that decentralization leads to a smaller public sector in Tenth District states. When all of the more than 500 counties in district states were included in the analysis, the results show a small but statistically significant negative relationship between the total number of governments and the size of the public sector. That is, in district states as nationwide, fragmentation of government tends to reduce the size of the local public sector, apparently by encouraging competition between public service providers. Moreover, just as was true nationwide, there is a statistically significant negative relationship between the number of general purpose governments and public sector size in the district. The relationship between the number of limited purpose governments and public sector size is not statistically significant for the district.\textsuperscript{14}

The relationship between decentralization of local government and the size of the public sector might differ across district states because of substantial differences in population per county.\textsuperscript{15} For example, the potential for competition between jurisdictions to reduce the size of the public sector
might be less in counties with smaller populations. To examine a possible difference, all counties in the district were divided into those with populations less than 10,000 (42 percent of the total) and those with more than 10,000 (58 percent). Each group was analyzed separately. The analysis shows a negative, statistically significant relationship between the total number of governments and the size of the public sector in both the smaller county group and the larger county group. The same was true for general purpose governments. And, as was true for all counties together, the relationship between the number of limited purpose governments and the size of the public sector was not statistically significant, either for the smaller or for the larger counties.

In summary, this analysis of district local governments shows that fragmenting local government tends to reduce the size of the public sector in district states as in the nation as a whole. The relationship also holds for general purpose governments in the district. But the district analysis does not show the positive relationship between the number of limited purpose governments and public sector size that has been found nationwide. Finally, there appears to be little difference between these relationships for district counties of less than, and more than, 10,000 population.

SUMMARY

Most citizens of the Tenth District live in states with a large number of local governments. Among their concerns are whether there are too many governments, and whether consolidation would improve efficiency in the provision of public services and lessen the burden of taxation. This article has reviewed a body of research that addresses these issues by studying the relationship between consolidation and the size of the public sector. While the research findings are complex and not always strictly comparable, some broad conclusions may help citizens and policymakers in district states make informed judgments on issues of government consolidation and decentralization.

First, there is clearly more to deciding questions of consolidation vs. decentralization than just the number of governmental units involved.

Second, research suggests that decreasing the state share of the total state-local sector can help control the size of the public sector. However, consolidation issues may be more fruitfully considered at the local government level alone. Indeed, the mobility of citizens and resources is so important in the analysis that state-level inquiries may be inappropriate and therefore investigations at the local government level may be required (Zax 1989).

Third, while decentralization at the local government level generally results in a smaller public sector overall, the relationship appears to be different for general purpose governments than for single purpose governments. Fragmentation of general purpose governments may be appropriate where jurisdictional competition is likely to be beneficial. But fragmentation of single purpose governments should be approached carefully where economies of scale may exist. Thus, citizens and policymakers should not lump the two types of government together when making decisions about local government structure (Eberts and Gronberg).

Consolidation of governments, then, may not always be the answer for citizens concerned about their tax burdens. In some cases, the route to controlling tax burdens may actually be through decentralization, not consolidation, of governments. In the end, Tenth District citizens who wonder if they have too many governments may find that fewer is not inevitably better.
ENDNOTES

1 Information in this section is from U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1987 Census of Governments.

2 The local public sector is more heavily weighted toward special districts in the region than in the rest of the country. Four district states—Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska—rank among the ten states with the most special district governments in the nation. Nearly all of the special districts in the region are single function districts, with water supply and fire protection districts among the largest in number. Most special district governments in the region conduct relatively small scale operations, and many do not have property taxing power.

3 This discussion draws heavily on Wallis and Oates. The extent of centralization of the state and local sector is given by the share of state government in the sector as a whole, measured either by the share of revenues raised or by the share of expenditures made. Choosing whether to use revenues or expenditures to measure the relative importance of a level of government is primarily a matter of deciding how to treat intergovernmental transfers. Using a revenue measure attributes the funds involved to the grantor, which initially collects the revenues. Using an expenditures measure attributes such funds to the grant recipient, which eventually spends the money. Researchers have used both measures of centralization, although the spending measure may have received more attention recently.

4 Studies of the United States as a whole suggest several geographic and demographic factors related to diversity and population concentration that help explain the observed differences in fiscal centralization from one state to another. For example, size in terms of land area and population, as well as population density and the degree of urbanization, are related to fiscal centralization (Giertz 1976, Wallis and Oates). Fiscal centralization in district states seems to respond to many of the same factors that influence centralization nationally. Colorado, for example, has the largest range in population density between its counties, the largest share of its population in metropolitan areas, and the lowest degree of fiscal centralization among district states. New Mexico, on the other hand, with a small population and low overall population density, has the highest degree of fiscal centralization among district states. Other factors, including unique patterns of historical development and explicit political choices, also contribute to the fiscal centralization that now exists.

5 Other studies find that the degree of centralization has little to do with the size of the government sector (Eberts and Gronberg, Oates 1985). Also see the review of the earlier work in Oates 1989.

6 The conclusion for the district states is based on the rank correlation between size of the public sector as measured by total state-local spending as a share of gross state product and centralization as measured by the state share of state-local expenditures. The value of the rank correlation coefficient is +0.5, indicating that a more centralized state-local sector is associated with a larger public sector.

7 Those favoring consolidation also cite a number of political and social disadvantages of decentralization, including “confusion in responsibility for service provisions, reductions in political scrutiny and control, political unresponsiveness, [and] units of government concerned only about their own problems,” as well as negative impacts on policy issues such as fair housing and school desegregation (Dolan, pp. 30, 43).

8 Economies of scale alone may not be enough to tip the balance in favor of consolidation, however. Small jurisdictions may be able to take advantage of scale economies by contracting for services with another government or with the private sector. Doing so could permit them to retain choices about the quantity and quality of services they make available, while taking advantage of the benefits of large size achieved by the contracting agency (Giertz 1976).

9 One of these studies reports little or no effect of the number of single purpose governments on the size of the public sector (Nelson, pp. 201, 203).

10 “In addition, since many special districts provide only minor services and since nearly half of them lack the authority to levy taxes . . . there may be little incentive for individuals to choose between these districts” (Eberts and Gronberg, p 4).

11 Eberts and Gronberg caution that “it may be the case that part of the observed increase in spending associated with greater numbers of units simply indicates that additional special districts are providing additional services” (p. 8).

12 It has been suggested that the Forbes and Zampelli study may not be directly comparable to the other studies discussed here (Oates 1989).

13 The size of the public sector—the dependent variable in the regression analysis—is measured as total local government spending as a proportion of personal income in each county. The fragmentation variable is the number of local governments in the county. The analysis was completed both with the total number of governments, and with local govern-
ments divided into general purpose and limited purpose jurisdic-
tions. The other explanatory variables are per capita income, population, a dummy variable indicating whether or not a county is located in a metropolitan area, and intergov-
ernmental revenue as a share of total revenue. The first three var-
iables represent demand for local public services. The fourth shows the extent to which local governments receive support from higher levels of government.

14 Results for all governments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragmentation variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Total number of govern-
ments:                  | -.0007      | 5.59        |
| Results by type of gov-
ernment:                |             |             |
| General purpose govern-
ments                      | -.0014      | 5.69        |
| Limited purpose govern-
ments                      | -.0003      | 1.37        |

15 Some research suggests that fragmentation does not reduce the size of the public sector in counties with populations of less than 10,000 (Zax 1988).
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